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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
(PROPOSED)
To: The inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the
County of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to
vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J.
Pratt Auditorium in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the
10th of March next, at nine o'clock in the
forenoon (polls close at 6:00 p.m.) to vote for
the Town Officers and to act on other questions
required by law to be decided by ballot.
Pursuant to the authority of RSA 39:2a and the
vote of the Town at adjourned session of Town
Meeting on March 15, 1979, the business meeting
will be recessed until 10:00 a.m., Saturday,
March 14, 1987, at which time the Town will act on
all subjects described in the following
Warrant Articles except for the ballot questions:
1. To choose the following Town Officers:
Selectman for 3 years
Moderator for 3 years
Chief Engineer of Fire Department for 1 year
Water Commissioner for 3 years
Town Treasurer for 3 years
Town Clerk for 3 years
Tax Collector for 3 years
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Million Two Hundred and
Seventy Thousand Dollars (1,270,000.00) for the
purpose of constructing an addition to the Town of
Jaffrey Public Library, including construction
plans and specifications, such funds to be raised
by the issuance of serial bonds or notes not to
exceed One Million Two Hundred and Seventy
Thousand Dollars ($1,270,000.00) under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated Chapter 33.1, et seq. , as amended); and
to authorize the Selectmen to sign such
agreements, contracts and other documents as may
be necessary to effect the construction of said
addition to the Jaffrey Public Library; and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and determine the rate of
interest thereon; and to take such other actions
as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or
notes as shall be in the best interest of the
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Town; and to allow the Selectmen to expend any
such monies as may become available from the
Federal and or State governments for such
purposes; or act in any way relating thereto.
That all reports except thai-. of the Budget
Committee be accepted as read.
To hear the report of the Budget Committee, and to
raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be
required for the support of the poor, building and
repairing of highways and bridges, Fire and Police
Departments, Memorial Day, street and building
lighting, and other Town charges.
To see if the Town will accept as a public highway
one (1) road in the Monadnock View Park
Subdivision known as Vincente Road, fifty (50') in
width and one thousand two hundred and sixty
(1260') +/- in length as shown in a certain plan
entitles "Monadnock View Park, Subdivision of land
in Jaffrey, New Hampshire" owned by Hilliam H.,
Jr. and Miran A. Gibbons, Scale 1"=50', dated
April 1, 1977 and revised July 29, 1977, and which
plan is recorded at the Cheshire County Registry
of Deeds.
To see if the Town will accept as a public highway
one (1) road in the Sherwood Forest Subdivision
known as Sherwood Lane, fifty (50') in width and
six hundred (600' ) +/- in length, as shown in a
certain plan entitled "Plan of Sherwood, a
subdivision in Jaffrey, New Hampshire" Plan 1,
Scale 1"=100', March 12, 1985, prepared by Vorce,
Soney and Associates, Inc., and which plan is
recorded at the Cheshire Registry of Deeds being
Plan Roll No. 1168 in cabinet 6-159. (By
Petition)
To see if the Town will accept as a public highway
one (1) road in the Evergreen Subdivision known as
Evergreen Lane, fifty (50') in width and three
hundred and sixty (360')+/- in length, as shown on
a certain plan entitled "Plan of Evergreen, a
subdivision in Jaffrey" Scale 1"=80', dated
January 11, 1984, prepared by Vorce, Soney and
Associates, Inc., and which plan is recorded at
the Cheshire Registry of Deeds.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate an amount not to exceed One Hundred
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($115,000) for the
purpose of purchasing a grader with a wing plow or
act in anyway relating thereto.
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9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate an amount not to exceed Thirty Six
Thousand Dollars ($36,000) to be placed in the
Capital Reserve Fund for the Attack Truck for the
Fire Department, or act in any way relating
thereto
.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars
($50,000) to continue the last stage of the
reconstruction of Dublin Road to State standards
for Class II roads beginning at the end of last
year's construction and continuing southerly for
about 3,800 lineal feet to the entrance of the
Poole Road, or act in any way relating thereto.
11. To see if the Town will vote to pay the Town Clerk
a fixed annual compensation in lieu of statutory
fees (R.S.A. 41:33) in the amount of $16,000.00
and an additional $2,500.00 for the voluntary
participation in the Motor Vehicle Agent Program
(R.S.A. 261:74-d) to take effect upon the adoption
of this article, or act in any way relating
thereto
12. To see whether or not the Town will vote to adopt
the ordinances and regulations, together with a
change of numbering, titling and formatting
thereof, the entire texts of which are as
published by General Code Publishers Corp. in "The
Code of the Town of Jaffrey" on file with the Town
Clerk, effective on passage; this vote shall
supersede and replace by reference to said Code
the ordinances and regulations heretofore adopted
by the Town of Jaffrey.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) for the purpose of removing and
replacing the underground fuel storage tanks for
gasoline at the Town Office and DPW garage with a
new State and EPA approved 2,000 gallon tank and
pump system, or act in anyway relating thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand Dollars
($40,000) to be paid in the Capital Reserve Fund
for the base mapping of the Town of Jaffrey.
15. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
expend from the Revenue Sharing Account a sum of
money not to exceed Fifty One Thousand Two Hundred
Sixty Seven dollars and Ninety Cents ($51,267.90)
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for the purpose of purchasing the following
equipment and materials for the use of the Town
Departments as indicated below:
Computers and related costs - $51,267.90
16. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
Sixteen Thousand Six Hundred Dollars ($16,600) for
the consulting research, revision and printing of
the Jaffrey Master Plan.
17. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Land
Management Trust for all monies realized from the
management of Town forest lands. These monies and
interest to be used in the management of Town
forest lands.
18. To see if the Town will vote to allow the
Selectmen to renew the agreement with the Jaffrey
Woman's Club about our clock tower and clock
located on the roof of the Jaffrey Woman's Club.
Said agreement will include Town insurance and
maintenance of said clock and tower.
19. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to rewire
the Town Office building.
20. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the
discharge of firearms within 1500 feet of an
occupied dwelling surrounding the area known as
"Cheshire Pond." (By Petition)
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars
($2,000) for the support of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars Ambulance Service, or act in any way
relating thereto.
22. To list in the annual town report the full
salaries and benefits of each of the employees of
the Town of Jaffrey, the J-R school department and
the Supervisory Union. (By Petition)
23. To see if the Town of Jaffrey will raise and
appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
($1,000) for the Monadnock Community Day Care
Center, a non-profit institution. (By Petition)
24. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of
Thirteen Thousand Two Hundred and Forty Eight
Dollars ($13,248) to Home Health Care and
Community Services to support the continuance of
08
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health services now being provided on behalf of
the Monadnock Community Visiting Nurse
Association. (By Petition)
25- To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Five Hundred and Ninety Two Dollars
($3,592) to the Monadnock Family Mental Health
Service for continuing support of that community
mental health facility. (By Petition)
26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended
portion of its 1985 appropriation, said funds to
be placed in a special conservation fund in
accordance with RSA 36-a:5, or act in any way
relating thereto.
27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow money upon
the credit of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
28. To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount
of 2 1/2% for real estate taxes paid within 15
days of the postmarked date of the tax bill, or
act in any way relating thereto.
29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell at public auction property
acquired or property which may be acquired by tax
sale, such public auction to be held after being
advertised in a local weekly newspaper for three
sucessive weeks.
30. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
accept any or all legacies, gifts, grants and
subsidies to the Town in trust or otherwise by any
individual or individuals and to further authorize
that the funds may be expended for the purposes
stated or act in any way relating thereto.
31. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
apply, negotiate, and do all things necessary to
obtain Federal, State and other assistance as may
be available to the Town.
32. "Are you in favor of the Town continuing to have a
Water Works Department as previously operated by
the Town pursuant to the enabling legislation
passed by the New Hampshire legislature in 1901,
said Department to be operated in the same manner
as previously and with the same Board of Water
Commissioners as previously elected and in
accordance with any Town by-laws; provided,
however, that the Town Manager shall have access
to all of the Department's books and papers for
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any information necessary for the proper
performance of his duties?" This article
clarifies the vote taken at the 1986 Town Meeting
when the Town voted to adopt the Town Manager
Plan. (By Petition)
The Selectmen, Town Manager and Budget Committee
disapprove of this article.
33. Are you in favor of amending the Jaffrey Land Use
Plan to include a Growth Management provision ( RSA
674:22), as proposed by the Jaffrey Planning
Board? (By Ballot)
34. Are you in favor of rezoning the Historic District
from Rural to Residence A, as proposed by the
Planning Board and the Historic District
Commission? (By Ballot)
35. Are you in favor of changing the penalty for a
violation of the Wetlands Conservation District
Ordinance from $10 per day to $100 per day as
proposed by the Planning Board and the
Conservation Commission? (By Ballot)
36. Are you in favor of rezoning from Residence A
District (Central) to Residence B a certain tract
of land situated on the northerly side of Gilmore
Pond Road generally described as follows: "From a
point 500' west of River Street, at the beginning
of the Residence A District, and continuing in a
westerly direction along Gilmore Pond Road to the
intersection of Highland Avenue Extension; thence
northerly on Highland Avenue Extension to the
northwest corner of the Roy land; thence easterly
along Roy land along a stone wall to a junction of
walls at land of Richard W. & Madelyn L. Lambert;
thence southerly along Lambert Land to land now or
formerly of H. Harvey, Inc.; thence continuing in
a southerly direction to the point of beginning on
Gilmore Pond Road?" (By Petition) (By Ballot)
The Planning Board disapproves of this article.
37. To take up any other business that may properly
come before the meeting.
Due to printing deadlines for the town report this






THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING OF THE TOWN OF JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE WAS HELD ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1986 AT THE ERNEST J. PRATT AUDITORIUM, CONANT HIGH SCHOOL, IN
THE SAID TOWN OF JAFFREY.
THE HOUR OF 9:00 A.M. HAVING ARRIVED, THE MODERATOR, BERNARD J. HAMPSEY
CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER. THE BALLOT BOXES WERE OPENED AND INSPECTED, AND FOUND
TO BE EMPTY. THE MODERATOR DECLARED THE POLLS OPEN UNTIL THE HOUR OF 6:00 P.M.








ELECTION OF TOWN OFFICERS
SELECTMAN (THREE YEARS)
KEITH W. MARTIN 101
ROBERT V. MITCHELL 362****
HOMER J. SAWTELLE 29
BARBARA TREMBLAY 160
PHILIP A. TREMBLAY 146
RECREATION DEPARTMENT ( THREE YEARS)
STEPHEN M. GORSKI 444****
ROBERT W. MATTSON 237
WATER COMMISSIONER (THREE YEARS)
DONALD K. SAWTELLE 744 ****
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE (ONE YEAR)
CLAIRE C. MOORE 757 ****
CHIEF ENGINEER OF FIRE DEPARTMENT (ONE YEAR)
DONALD K. SAWTELLE 767****
SUPERVISOR OF CHECKLIST (2 YEARS)
SYLVIA J. HAMILTON 777 ****
SUPERVISOR OF CHECKLIST (6 YEARS)
BETTY JANE BALENTINE 747****




















BERNARD J. HAMPSEY JR. 734
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER (ONE YEAR)
GERTRUDE L. MCCALL 733
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER (THREE YEARS)
KEVIN F. STERLING 763
THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT THE CLOSING OF THE POLLS UNTIL SATURDAY
MARCH 15TH.1986 FOR THE BUSINESS SESSION.





TOTAL VOTES CAST 835






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
To: The inhabitants o£ the Town of Jaffrey, in the County
of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to vote in Town
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt
Auditorium in said Jaffrey on Tuesday, the 11th of
March next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon (polls
close at 6:00 p.m.) to vote for the Town Officers and
to act on other questions required by law to be decided
by ballot. Pursuant to the authority of RSA 39:2a and
the vote of the Town at adjourned session of Town
Meeting on March, 15, 1979, the business meeting will
bo recessed until 10:00 a.m., Saturday, March 15, 1986,
at which time the Town will act on all subjects
described in the following Warrant Articles except for
the ballot questions:
1. To choose the following Town Officers:
Selectman for 3 years
Overseer of Public Welfare for 1 year
Chief Engineer of Fire Department for 1 year
Water Commissioner for 3 years
Recreation Committee for 3 years
Supervisor of the Checklist for 2 years
Supervisor of the Checklist for 6 years
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years.
2. That all reports except that of the Budget Committee
be accepted as read.
3. Move to hear the report of the Budget Committee, and to
raise and appropriate such sums of money ar. may be
required for the support of the poor, building and
repairing of highways and bridges. Fire and Police
Departments, Memorial Day, street and building light-
ing, and other Town charges.
4. Move to see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men and Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit
of the Town in anticipation of taxes.
MOTION CARRIED
5. Move to see if the Town will' vote to allow a discount of
2h% for real estate taxes paid within 15 days of the
postmarked date of the tax bill, or act in any way
relating thereto.
6. Move to see if the Town wiTT vote to authorize the Select-
men to sell at public auction property acquired or
property which may be acquired by tax sale, such
public auction to be held after being advertised in a
local weekly newspaper for three sucessive weeks.
7. Move to see if the Town wiTI aliWorize the Selectmen to
accept nny or all legacies, gifts, grants and sub-
sidies to the Town in trust or otherwise by any
individual or individuals and to further authorize
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that tho funds may be expended for the purposes
stated or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
apply, negotiate, and do all things necessary to
obtain Federal, State and other assistance as may be
available to the Town.
MOTION CARRIED
Move to oce if the Town will vote to authorize the
Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended
portion of its 1985 appropriation, said funds to be
placed in a special conservation fund in accordance
with RSA 36-a:5, or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
Move to see if the Town of Jaffrey will raise and
appropriate the cum of one thousand dollars (51.000)
for the Monadno. k Community Day Care Center, a non-
profit institution. (By petition)
STANDING VOTE-YES 126/NO 64 CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will appropriate the sum of thirteen
thousand two hundred and forty eight dollars ($13,248)
to Home Health Care and Community Services to support
the continuance of health services now being provided
on behalf of the Monadnock Community Visiting Nurse
Association. (By petition)
MOTION CARRIED
Move to sec if the Town will appropriate the sum of three
thousand six hundred and eighty five dollars ($3,685)
to the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service for
continuing support of that community mental health
facility. (By petition)
MOTION CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
expend from the Revenue Sharing Account a sum of money
not to exceed fifty one thousand dollars ($51,000) for
the purpose of purchasing the following equipment and
materials for the use of the Town Departments as
indicated below:
y.CTT.C" C/.RRT.EE
Selectmen - Recodification costs $ 1,000
RSA set 600








D.P.W. - Stationary wire feed welder 2,000
Paint line sprayer 2,600
Repairs and channel guard for
radios 1,900
3 File Cabinets for town plans 1,200
Addition to town garage 16,000
Police - Typewriter 775
Mug shot camera and film 1,250
Radar 1,500
Emergency generator 1,095
Airport - Portable radio 1,000
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Recreation - Rehabilitation work at
Shattuck Park on Thorndike
Pond 1,555
TOTAL $51,000
14. Move to Gee if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum not to exceed three thousand dollars (9 3,000)
for the continuation of the repairs to the electrical
wiring and appurtenances at the Jaffrey Public Library,
or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
15. Hove to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000) for the
support of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Ambulance
Service, or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
16. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed in the
Capital Reserve Fund for the Attack Truck for the Fire
Department or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
17. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for the
1986 salar y , benef i ts and expenses for the Town Manager
or act in any way relating thereto.
STANDING VOTE YES 168/NO 7 MOTION CARRIED
18. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
Forty three thousand and nineteen dollars ($43,019)
for the purpose of purchasing a six wheel diesel dump
truck with dump body, plow and frame or act in any
way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
19. Move to see if the Town will adopt the policy of waiving
the municipal motor vehicle permit fee for a permit
to (a) register one motor vehicle, (b) owned by a
person who was captured and incarcerated for 30 days
or more, (c) while serving in a qualifying war or
armed conflict as defined in RSA 72:28, IV, (d) and
who was honorably discharged, (3) provided they
provide the Town Clerk with satisfactory proof of
these circumstances.
MOTION CARRIED
20. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to continue
the r oconstuction of Dublin Road to state standards
for Class II roads beginning at the end of last year's
construction and continuing southerly for about 4,000
+/- lineal feet or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
21. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand six hundred and seventy seven
dollars and twenty four cents ($5,677.24) to fulfill
the terms and conditions required by the Ashuelot





Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
an amount not to exceed fifty-five thousand dollars
( v 5 5 , G ) for the purpose of purchasing a front end
loader for the Department of Public Works or act in
any way relating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of forty nine thousand dollars ($49,000) to
reconstruct Charlonne Street including sidewalks and
curbing, a distance of about 1,425 lineal feet, or act
in any way relating thereto.
MOTION NOT CARRIED YES 28/NO50
Move to see if the Town will vote to construct, operate and
maintain sewers, a pumping station and force main as
shown on plans prepared for the Town by Whitman and
Howard, Inc., and referred to as Contracts No. 6 and
No. 7 (Contract No. 6 encompassing Lacy Road, River
Street, Adams Street; Contract No. 7 encompassing
Squantum Roaci, Contoocook Road, Hunt Road, Plantation
Drive) when funding for said projects is made available
to the Town by the U.S.E.P.A. and the N.H . W. S. bP. C.C . ,'
and to authorize the Selectmen to obtain all easements
and take all lands necessary for the construction
operation and maintenance of the said sewers, pumping
station and force main and to pay for the cost and
expense of constructing the said Contra'cts No. 6 and
No. 7 improvements and any capital debt or interest
incurred in constructing the same from the general
tax revenues appropriated by the Town at the March 12,
1983 Annual Town Meeting, so as to have said future
contracts financed in the same way as that approved
by Special Town Meeting of November 23, 1985.
MOTION CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of one hundred twenty thousand dollars
($120,000) to reconstruct Hunt Road, a distance of
about 3,300 lineal feet or act in any way relating
thereto.
MOTION NOT CARRIED YES 50/ NO 62
Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of thirteen thousand five hundred dollars
($13,500) for the purchase of a third police cruiser
(1986 Ford LTD Crown Victoria), 1 light bar, 1 siren
and 1 mobile radio or act in any way relating thereto.
MOTION NOT CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500)
to be used by the Trustees of the Jaffrey Public
Library to study and determine the best way to meet
current and growing needs of the Jaffrey Public Library
and to present the findings and plans at the Town
Meeting in 1987.
MOTION CARRIED
Move to see if the Town will accept as public highways three
(3) roads in the Waterway Ridge subdivision known as
Carmella Drive, 50' in width and 600 +/- in length.
Oak Hill Drive, 50' in width and 1,215 +/- in length,
and South Shore Drive, 50' in width and 1,235 +/- in
length; as shown in a certain plan entitled "Definitive
Plan Waterway Ridge, Jaffrey, New Hampshire", Sheet
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1 of 5, Scale: 1" = 50', March 28, 1984, prepared by
Vorcc, Sonoy and Associates, Inc., and wnich plan is
recorded at the Cheshire County Registry of Deeds in
Plat Cabinet 5, Slide 115." (By petition)
MOTION CARRIED
29. Move to see if the Town will vote to convey approximately
one +/- acres to the abutters on the present turn-
around (the northern part of the cul do sac previous-
ly known as Tyler Brook Lane) , the south end of
Crcstview Drive and to raise and appropriate
approximately six hundred dollars ($600) to cover




30. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum not to exceed seven thousand dollars ($7,000)
to replace or repair stolen, missing and damaged
traffic, safety, directional and street signs through-
out the Town of Jaffrey or act in any way relating
thereto .
MOTION CARRIED
31. Move to sec if the Town will vnto to rescind Article 15 of
the Town Mooting of March 13, 1984 and change the
method of pay for the Town Clerk to a salary of
$9,000 plus all statutory fees and commissions, to
take effect upon the adoption of this article.
( By pe t i t ion
)
MOTION CARRIED BY BALLOT
32. Move to see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial,
storage, transportation and production of high level
radioactive waste in the Town of Jaffrey and State of
Mew Hampshire; and to call upon Congress to conduct
an independent investigation with full public
participation into the feasibility and prudence of the
U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) present plan to
dispose of radioactive waste and into the DOE's
competence to carry out such a plan. (By petition)
MOTION CARRIED
33. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of forty two thousand dollars ($42,000) for
the purchase of the dam, land and water rights present-
ly owned by Peter VanWyck and known as Mountain Stream
Reservoir and as shown on the Town of Jaffrey Tax Map
51 Lot 3 or take any other action relative thereto.
AMENDMENT TO $25,000.00 PASSED ALSO TO INCLUDE DAM WORKS. MOTION CARRIED
34. Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
a sum of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) for
the purpose of planning and constructing corrosion
control facilities and appurtenances for the Jaffrey
Water Works and also an office / garage facility for
the Jaffrey Water Works as the Writer Commissioners
deem necessary for the proper and safe operation of
the Jaffrey Water Works; that to meet this appro-
priation the Selectmen are authorised to borrow
$500,000 upon the credit of the Town under the
Municipal Finance Act; that the Water Commissioners
are directed to provide for the payment of the
principal and interest on such borrowing from water
system revenues, provided, however, that such borrow-
ing shall nevertheless constitute a general obligation
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of the Town, and that the Water Commicr. ioner s are
authorized to take all other action necessary to
carry out the project.
MOTION CARRIEDMove to see if tne Town will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to turn over to the Recreation Committee
the responsibility of supervision and operation of
Shattuck Park at Thorndike Pond for the purpose
of supervision, control, public safety and main-
tenance and to raise and appropriate the sum of
five thousand six hundred dollars ($5,600) for said
operation and supervision or act in any way re-
lating thereto.
MOTION CARRIED
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Town
Manager Plan as provided in Chapter 37 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated. (By ballot)
BY BALLOT 489YES- 294 NO MOTION CARRIED
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the
Exemption for the blind from property tax? This
statute provides that every inhabitant who is legally
blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax
on a residence to the value of $15,000. (By ballot)
(By petition)
BY BALLOT YES 531- NO 224 MOTION CARRIED
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 1, 1986, to the
Jaffrey Land Use Plan as proposed by the Planning
Board? This amendment establishes an Occupancy
Permit for the Town of Jaffrey. (By ballot)
BY BALLOT 438 YES-252 NO MOTION CARRIED
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 1, 1986 to the
Jaffrey Mobile Home Park Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board? This amendment clarifies the
Language of the ordinance and removes the cap on
penalties for violations. (By ballot)
BY BALLOT 537 YES- 182 NO MOTION CARRIED
Are you in favor of Amendment No. 2, 1986, to the
Jaffrey Land Use Plan as proposed by the Planning
Board? This amendment establishes a Sign Ordinance
for the Town of Jaffrey. (By ballot)
BY BALLOT 529 YESr 185 NO MOTION CARRIEDShall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 53-B:l to
11 inclusive providing for the establishment of a
regional refuse disposal district together with the
towns of Chesterfield, Harrisville, Marlborough,
Nelson, Roxbury, Surry, Swanzey, Troy and Westmore-
land and the city of Keene, and the construction,
maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse
disposal facility by said district in accordance with
the provisions of a proposed agreement filed with the
Selectmen
.
BY BALLOT 466 YES-260 NO MOTION CARRIED
Are you in favor of the following amendment to the
Jaffrey Land Use Plan? To re-zone from "Industrial
District (west) Moore's Garage" to "General Business"
the following described land: X "Centered on the RR
tract (sic) 300' S. of Main Street. Thence running
southerly along the east side of the Contoocook
River a distance of 600'. Thence east from the river




The Planning Board disapproves of this article.
(By ballot) (By petition).
BY BALLOT 383 YES-413 NO MOTION NOT CARRIED
To take up any other business that may properly
come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and the seal of the Town of
Jaffrey this day of February, 1986.
/s/ Rober t M. Chamberlain
/s/ Howar d 0. Wi lliams
/s/ P. Edward Deschenes
A true copy attest:
/ s/ Robert M. Chamberlain
/s/ Howard 0. Williams
/s/ P. Edward Deschenes
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Office of the Town Clerk TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
P.O. BOX 390 • 69 MAIN STREET
BABBY E. SASNEB JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03452
(603)532-8322
EXCERPT FROM THE 1986 TOWN MEETING
To whom It may concern:
The 1986 Town Meeting, that was held on March 15, 1986 was convened at
10:00 a.m. by Moderator Bernard J. Hampsey. After briefing by the Moderator
and resolutions by the Selectmen, a motion was made to waive the reading of
the Warrant. Motion was carried.. . -'"'"' _^^-. .
.--'-. '';*"' """""-.^
It was explained by the Moderator th^t,Article, 34,'was a money article and
had to be acted upon first, ArticTe
_
]34,-was~'pres£nt,e,d 'by,Water Works Superintendent
Robert Gordon and an explainatlon -was given by, Charges -Smith of Whitman 4 Howard, as
well as the Selectmen, A discussion followed and,questions from the floor were
answered by Charles Smith of Whitman.. & Howard, the Selectmen* and Mr. Gordon.
Article 34 was moved at 11:10 a.m. I The white yes/no ballot was chosen by the
Moderator to be used for Article 3A..-, The ballot box was inspected and locked and
the Moderator declared the polls-.open at 11:12 a.m,-apd that they would be open for
1 hour. While the polls werg- open ^the. Moderator -then^moved on to Articles 2, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13i\ -The Mo'devgtor'then^decia^d 'the polls closed at 12:15 p.m.\ '-v.'.f- - - <'"• *i*V ""'"V
The ballot box was open by the Assistants Moderator,, Phillip Cournoyer. The ballots
were counted with 256 votes cast with the results ^being 202 yes and 54 no. Article 34
was carried. -» _ ;-. ; '< "
—
" -Cy/"
Audio and video tapes of the town meeting are available for reference at the
Town Clerk's office in Jaffrey.
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Office of the Town Clerk TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
BARRY E. SASNER
P.O. BOX 390 • 69 MAIN STREET
JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE 034S2
(603) 532-8322
EXCERPT FROM 1986 TOWN MEETING
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
MARCH 15, 1986 TOWN MEETING ARTICLE 3 WHICH WAS "TO HEAR THE REPORT OF THE
BUDGET COMMITTEE, AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE
REQUIRED FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE POOR, BUILDING AND REPAIRING OF HIGHWAYS AND
BRIDGES, FIRE AND POLICE DEPARTMENTS, MEMORIAL DAY, STREET AND BUILDING LIGHTING,
AND OTHER TOWN CHARGES."
THIS ARTICLE WAS PRESENTED BY JEAN LABRIE, CHAIRMAN OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE,
AND AN EXPLANATION OF THE CHANGES IN THE POSTED BUDGET FOR THE YEAR ENSUED.
UNDER TOWN OFFICERS SALARY THE FIGURE FOR THE ENSUING YEAR WAS CHANGED FROM
$90,706 TO $81,206 AND UNDER PUBLIC SAFETY THE APPROPRIATED FIGURE FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR. UNDER POLICE DEPARTMENT WAS CHANGED FROM $294,279 TO $300,035. THIS RESULTED
IN THE CHANGING OF THE TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE ENSUING YEAR 1986 FROM
$1,696,930.50 TO $1,693,174.50. ....
AS PER THE PETITION FOR A BALLOT VOTE» THE PINK' -YES/NO BALLOT WAS CHOSEN BY
THE MODERATOR. THE BALLOT BOX. WAS INSPECTED AND LOCKED AND THE MODERATOR DECLARED
THE POLLS OPEN. WHILE THE POLLS WERE OPEN THE MODERATOR THEN MOVED ON TO ARTICLE
17. AFTER ALL PRESENT HAD VOTED, THE.MODERATOR DECLARD THE POLLS CLOSED. THE
BALLOT BOX WAS OPENED BY THE ASSISTANT. MODERATOR, PHILLIP COURNOYER. THE BALLOTS
WERE COUNTED WITH 175 VOTES CAST WITH THE RESULTS BEING 168 YES AND 7 NO. ARTICLE
3 WAS CARRIED.
AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES OF THE TOWN MEETING ARE AVAILABLE FOR REFERENCE AT THE








A SPECIAL TOWN MEETING WAS HELD ON JULY 10,1986 TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING
WARRANT:
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
(RSA 39:3, 39:4)
To: The Inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County
of Cheshire, and state of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ernest J. Pratt
Auditorium at Conant High School in said Jaffrey for a
Special Town Meeting on the 10th day of July, 1986, at
nine o'clock in the forenoon, (polls close at 6:00 p.m.)
to vote on a question required by law to be decided by
ballot:
1. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an Interim Growth
Management Ordinance , RSA 674:23 as proposed by the Planning
Board and printed as follows:
a. No application for a major subdivision (defined as consisting
of four or more lots) and no site plan application involving
four or more dwelling units, to include cluster development
and mobile home parks, will be considered or approved by
the Planning Board beginning May 15, 1986, and continuing
and extending through Town Meeting of March 1987.
b. Incremental subdivision or site plan application inconsistent
with the spirit and intent of para 1, above, is not permitted.
If an applicant has received subdivision or site plan approval
under the provisions of para 1, above, the land or buildings
involved may not be the subject of further application for
the duration of this temporary ordinance.
Given under our hands and the Seal of the Town of Jaffrey




THE POLLS OPENED AT 9:00 A.M. AFTER THE BALLOT BOXES WERE OPENED AND INSPECTED.
THE POLLS CLOSED AT 6:00 P.M.
THE RESULTS OF THE POLLING WERE AS FOLLOWS:
YES VOTES-288 NO VOTES-72
THE ARTICLE ON THE WARRANT WAS PASSED
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.







NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRIMARY SEPTEMBER 09,1986
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRIMARY WAS HELD AT THE ERNEST
J. PRATT AUDITORIUM, STRATTON ROAD, JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE ON THE
9TH OF SEPTEMBER, 1986. THE POLLS OPENED AT 9:00 A.M. AND CLOSED
AT 6:00 P.M.
THE HOUR OF 9 A.M. HAVING ARRIVED, THE MODERATOR BERNARD J.
HAMPSEY JR CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER. THE BALLOT BOX WAS
OPENED, INSPECTED, AND FOUND TO BE EMPTY, AND WAS SECURED BY THE
MODERATOR. MR HAMPSEY DECLARED THE POLLS OPEN FOR THE STATE
PRIMARY ELECTION.
AT THE HOUR OF 6:00 P.M. THE MODERATOR DECLARED THE POLLS CLOSED









ROBERT L. DUPAY 11
ROBERT A. PATTON 3
ENDICOTT PEABODY 85
ANDREW TEMPLETON 24
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 2ND DISTRICT
LAURENCE CRAIG GREEN 83























REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 2ND DISTRICT
JUDD GREGG 258













DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION
RAYMOND DESMARAIS 212
TULLY HAMILTON 115























































NEW HAMPSHIRE GENERAL ELECTION NOVEMBER 04,1986
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE GENERAL ELECTION WAS HELD AT THE ERNEST
J. PRATT AUDITORIUM, STRATTON ROAD, JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE ON THE
4TH OF NOVEMBER, 1986. THE POLLS OPENED AT 9:00 A.M. AND CLOSED
AT 6:00 P.M.
THE HOUR OF 9 A.M. HAVING ARRIVED, THE MODERATOR BERNARD J.
HAMPSEY JR CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER. THE BALLOT BOX WAS
OPENED, INSPECTED, AND FOUND TO BE EMPTY, AND WAS SECURED BY THE
MODERATOR. MR HAMPSEY DECLARED THE POLLS OPEN FOR THE STATE
GENERAL ELECTION.
AT THE HOUR OF 6:00 P.M. THE MODERATOR DECLARED THE POLLS CLOSED
AND THE BALLOT BOX WAS OPENED AND THE VOTES WERE TALLIED WITH THE
RESULTS BEING;
VOTING RESULTS
GOVERNOR PAUL MCEACHERN 588
JOHN H. SUNUNU 682
U.S. SENATOR WARREN RUDMAN 807
BRUCE VALLEY 56
ENDICOTT PEABODY 384
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS 2ND DISTRICT
LAURENCE CRAIG GREEN 276
JUDD GREGG 956




REPRESENTATIVE (R) RICHARD A GRODIN 790
(R) ALFRED SAWYER 678
WILLIAM ELLIOT 557
(D) ALFRED SAWYER 346














































SELECTMEN ' S REPORT
January, 1987 found the Selectmen Chairman Robert
M. Chamberlain, Howard O. Williams and P. Edward
Deschenes, deep into the budget process, public
hearings for the Town Manager and preparation for the
1986 Annual Town Report. Mr. Williams decided not to
run for a second term and announced this early so as to
give prospective candidates adequate time to make a
decision.
Jaffrey joined the Ashuelot Valley Refuse Disposal
District (53B). Robert Brandin and Robert V. Mitchell
are Jaffrey 1 s representatives.
Millipore entered the Sewer Lagoons on March 3,
1986. Millipore had taken 60,000 gallons of
infiltration out of the Jaffrey sewer as part of their
price for entry into the sewer.
Jaffrey was required to identify all underground
fuel tanks by the state. Fifty-one (51) tanks were
identified. The state sent forms to the owners and the
identified tanks have been registered or removed.
The Jaffrey District Court moved out of the Town
Office Building in August and moved into the Jaffrey
Women's Club Building. The Town of Jaffrey and the
Town of Peterborough are working with the state to
consolidate the Jaffrey and Peterborough courts into
one court system between Peterborough and Jaffrey.
There appears to be support at the state level.
Robert V. Mitchell was elected Selectmen for a
three year term at the 1986 Town Meeting. Bob has been
a tremendous asset and takes part in all Selectmen's
activities
.
After passage of the Town Manager article, the
Selectmen contacted the NHMA to advertise the position.
The Selectmen appointed a seven person committee to
review the applications and recommend 5-7 of the best
applicants to the Selectmen. The Selectmen interviewed
the recommended applicants. Donald Rich, then Town
Administrator of Ashland, NH, was selected and he
accepted the job. He became the Town Manager in July,
1986. The budget presented this year at town meeting
will be the budget he has prepared and recommended to
the Selectmen. We have great expectations for Mr. Rich
in 1987.
The Department of Revenue Administration
appraisers made a slow start on revaluing the Town of
Jaffrey. In July additional appraisers were assigned
and toward the latter part of September the state had
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fourteen (14) appraisers working full time. The
revaluation of the Town was completed in November and
the 1986 tax bills carried the new valuations and tax
rate of $20.21 per $1,000.00 valuation.
Jaffrey participated with the Tri-Town Groundwater
Protection Project. Meetings were held in Jaffrey,
Rindge and Winchendon. Jaffrey has received maps of
its aquifers. It is hoped that the Tri-Town
Groundwater Project will continue with its efforts in
1987.
The Bandstand was returned, after many years, to
the common in front of the town office. This move and
restoration was accomplished through the auspice of
Richard & Kay Stratton, the Jaffrey Chamber of Commerce
and the able leadership of Alice Phipps. See cover of
annual report.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency, after two
years of our letter writing and work by Representative
Richard Grodin, programmed their Flood Insurance study
for Jaffrey. It will begin in 1987 and be finished in
1988.
The Route 202 thru pass became a reality when the
Governor's Counsel allocated one million dollars for
the first phase of the thru pass (downtown improvements
and parking) . The State will start work in 1987 with
aerial mapping. The project (1st phase - downtown
area) should be completed in 1990. Hopefully with work
by the Selectmen, Representatives and our Senator the
(2nd phase - Blake Street to Red Dam) will be funded.
Completion of the 2nd phase will complete the rerouting
of 202.
vSewer Contract #5 (Old Peterborough Road
extension) was bid; but, the single bid was considered
too high. The contract was bid again and several more
favorable bids were received. The low bid was
accepted and construction will begin in April, 1987.
Future sewer improvements, Contract #2 (River Street
pumping station) and Contract #4 (Cross Street pumping
station) is dependent on the Clear Water Act vetoed by
President Reagan. This act will be brought up again by
congress in 1987. The Selectmen will continue to seek
private funds to complete sections of the sewer.
Jaffrey is working with the State to protect our
new sewers. Jaffrey is working on a Pretreatment
Program with the industries of Jaffrey. The
Pretreatment Program will be a reality in 1987.
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The Mountain Stream Dam was purchased in October,
1986, using the funds appropriated by the Town in 1986,
plus funds donated by a private citizen. The State has
been contacted to help us manage this resource. The
Fish and Game department will be testing the waters
this year to determine which fish are best suited for
that pond. Stocking will take place in 1988, after the
pond has stabilized. The abutters of the pond have
been asked to clear the high stumps and debris prior to
closing the dam this spring. Franklin Sterling of
Mountain View Road has volunteered to be the leader of
this project.
The Boston and Maine Railroad removed their tracks
and cross ties in Jaffrey. The Selectmen have been
working with the State and the Boston and Maine
Railroad to see how the Boston and Maine Railroad land
can be acquired by the Town of Jaffrey. It is hoped
that if the land can be acquired that the Town of
Jaffrey will purchase it. The land south of Main
Street could be used as a footpath to reach the
Children's Woods; the land north of Main Street could
be used as a footpath to the shopping center and
further along to Cheshire Pond. There is a lot of work
to do on this with many public hearings in 1987 to get
the thoughts of the people.
The Town was fortunate this year to have two
parcels of land donated to the Town. One parcel was
the land in front of the Abbott Building which the Town
has used as part of the common. Mr. Steve Krook was
the donor. Another parcel was a piece of land abutting
the Phillips Cemetery. The land is the same size as
the current cemetery and will be used for new cemetery
lots. Mr. John Heil was the donor.
Our landfill is still a topic of discussion.
About $120,000.00 will be required this year for new
wells, testing, study and the beginnings of covering
the completed areas of the landfill. The study should
give us a feel for how long our landfill may stay open.
Meanwhile, the Selectmen are working with the 53B group
in their search for a regional landfill which will be
used by towns as their landfills are closed. The
Selectmen are studying the feasibility of recycling
which will probably become necessary prior to our
landfill closing.
The Town of Jaffrey has approximately 275 acres of
forest land; 150 acres on Mount Monadnock and 125 acres
made up of Children's Woods and Carey Park. The
Selectmen are working with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to obtain cost sharing rounds to manage
this acreage. A forester will be hired to map the
lands; determine the best way to manage them and submit
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a plan. The Department of Agriculture will pay 1/2 the
cost of the mapping and the plan, our share of the cost
should be $750.00. Based on the plan, the land on
the mountains will provide some wood harvest and will
give the Town a profit. Carey Park and Children's
Woods are not expected to yield a profit, consequently
some of the profit made on the mountain land will be
used to improve those lands (i.e. weeding, thinning,
pruning and chipping)
.
W.W. Cross removed the hazardous waste from its
site in 1986.
Atlas Fireworks had an explosion at its facility
at Hamilton Court. The State and Federal Government
did the investigation to find the cause.
This year we have had building permits for 43
single houses and one for 28 apartments for a total of
71 living units. This is approximately the same number
building permits issued for living units as last year.
The Selectmen gave you a balanced budget and a
surplus for the third straight year.
We still have unresolved issues and unfinished
work in the items described above. 1987 will be a busy
year
.
The Selectmen wish to thank all Town Employees
whose major interest is in a job well done. Our Town
Manager has provided the leadership in the varied
situations that have arisen. We look forward to his
management expertise in 1987.
We also wish to thank all interested citizens who
have supported our efforts during 1986. Only with your
continued support and understanding can we maintain the
Town of Jaffrey as one of which we can be proud.





BUDGET - TOWN OF JAFFREY















1 Town Ofticers Salary 81,206.00 78,993.69 178,606.00
2 Town Olficers Expenses 32,820.00 34.635.80 57.274.00
3 Election and Registration Expenses 6,312.50 5.195.67 4.945.00
4 Cemeteries 27,400.00 27,477.21 34,718.00
5 General Government Buildings 16,145.00 17,687.55 10,000.00
6 Reappraisal ol Property
7 Planning and Zoning & Historic District 5.928.00 6.345.96 11,616.00
8 Legal Expenses 9,000.00 8,160.00 10,000.00
9 Advertising and Regional Association
10 Contingency Fund





15 Police Department 300,035.00 284,839.84 320,046.00







HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
23 Town Maintenance 311.809.00 314.941.48 78,600.00
24 General Highway Department Expenses 106,521.00 102,342.53 426,740.00
25 Street Lighting 38,100.00 36,950.35 46,000.00













37 Health Department 1,000.00 778.85 1,000.00
38 Hospitals and Ambulances
39 Animal Control 2,600.00 1,870.58 2.600.00





44 General Assistance 30,000.00 30,000.00 10.500.00
45 Old Age Assistance





















49 Library 46,016.00 44,586.62 45,113.00
50 Parks and Recreation 76,524.00 74,217.14 85,112.00
51 Patriotic Purposes 650.00 650.00 650.00






57 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 88.625.00 63,625.00 139,625.00
58 Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes 56,097.00 16,176.87 96,951.15
59 Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 85.000.00 83.781.40 96,000.00









67 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
68
69 Tax Billing 2,600.00 1,558.18 -
70 Rindge, NH Taxes 2,000.00 1,913.12 2,300.00






76 Municipal Water Department
77 Municipal Sewer Department
78 Municipal Electric Department
79 FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 77.000.00 65.333.00 76,333.00
80 Insurance 107,991.00 108,693.42 146,800.00
81 Unemployment Compensation 3,000.00 3,159.26 3,200.00
82 Probation Officer 14.000.00 14.000.00 15. 215.001
83 Blue Cross 56,667.00 60.913.83 69.540.00j
84
85 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1,693,086.50 1,594,542.46 2,449,466. 73 !
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86 Resident Taxes 20,000.00 21,490.00 20,000.00
87 National Bank Stock Taxes 50.00 55.80 50.00
88 Yield Taxes 4,000.00 10,729.88 1,000.00




INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
93 Shared Revenue- Block Grant 275.000.00 285.229.68 285,000.00
94 Highway Block Grant 69,004.66 69,004.66 79,439.00
95 Railroad Tax 1.41 1.11 1.00
96 State Aid Water Pollution Project 132,546.00 99,098.00 128.922.00
97 Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 400.00 475.94 301.00
98 Other Reimbursements
99 Landfill - Dublin & Fitzwilliam 23.000.00 24,482.10 23,000.00
100 Recreation Land 2,500.00 435.97
101
102







1 08 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 225,000.00 308,055.00 275,000.00
109 Dog Licenses 1,000.00 1,329.95 1,000.00
110 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 800.00 1,440.00 1,000.00




114 Income from Departments 75,000.00 56,115.85 75,000.00






1 20 Interest of Deposits 75.000.00 67.403.09 60.000.00






1 26 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
1 27 Income from Water and Sewer Departments 160,000.00 233,506.65 160.000.00
1 28 Withdrawal from Capital Reserve



















Capital Reserve - Fire Truck
ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN :
Due from the State:




Other bills due town:
-Sewer Department
-Water Works
TOTAL ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN
UNREDEEMED TAXES
" (a) Levy of 1985
(b) Levy of 1984
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
(a) Levy of 1986
(b) Levy of 1985




ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN :
-Unexpended bal . of special approp. $ 34,069
-Unexpended revenue sharing funds 51,268










-Yield tax deposits (escrow account)
-School district tax payable
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES OUTSTANDING
-Indian Head National Bank 1-28-87
-Indian Head National Bank 1-28-87
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
Capital Reserve - Fire Truck
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
TOTAL LIABILITIES :
Fund Balance - current surplus
GRAND TOTAL :
Fund Balance - December 31, 1985
Fund Balance - December 31, 1986
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TAX YEAR 1986 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land, improved or unimproved $ 65,777,550
Buildings $128,219,350
Public Utilities $ 1,938,550
Mobile Homes $ 2,614,700
Tot. Valuation before Exemptions Allowed .. $198, 550 , 150
Blind Exemptions Allowed $ 00
Elderly Exemptions Allowed $ 640,000
Solar Exemptions Allowed $ 103 , 117
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 743, 177
Net Valuation on VThich Tax Rate Computed .. $197 , 806 , 973
TAX RATE 1986
Municipal ... $ 6

























































January 1 - December 31, 1986
DEPARTMENT APPROVED Y-T-D EXP BALANCE
TOWN OFFICE SALARY $ 81,206.00
TOWN OFFICE EXPENSES 32,820.00
ELECTIONS S. REG EXP 6,312.50
PROBATION OFFICER • 14,000.00
TOWN BUILDINGS 16,145.00













MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE 6 50.00
PLANNING BOARD 5,428.00
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 400.00












RINDGE, NH TAXES 2,000.00
WATER UTILITIES
PRINCIPAL ON BONDS 88,625.00
INTEREST ON BONDS 56,097.00
INTEREST ON TANS 85,000.00
PARKS, COMMONS 7,223.00
CEMETERIES 27,400.00





































































































RECAPITULATION ( cont .
)
January 1 - December 31, 1986
lPPI*OVEI) Y-T-D EXP BALANCE
1,,700 ,00 $ 701.03 $ 998..97
660..00 354.40 305..60
952 .00 1,194.36 242.. 36CR
42.,000..00 44,474.55 2,474..55CR
35 ,000 .00 20,858.45 14,141..55
56,,667,.00 60,913.83 4,246..83CR
3,,000 .00 3,159.26 159 . 26CR
$1,693,086.50 $1,594,542.46 $ 98,544.04
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Libraries, Lands & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Police Dept., Lands & Buildings
Equipment
Fire Dept., Lands & Buildings
Highway Dept., Lands & Buildings
Equipment
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds
Sewer Plant & Facilities



















REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1986
Balance on hand, January 1, 1986 $1202.94
Receipts
:




State of N.H. $2897.44
Local aid 19,895.45
Foster, group homes 466.75
Travel & office 1164.66 $24,424.30
Balance on hand, December 31, 1986 $7889.64
LUIGI CILLI AND WARREN FUNDS*











Balance on hand, December 31, 1986 $3.23
•The Conant Indigent Funds are disbursed through
this account by Trustees Elaine Hautanen, Claire
Moore and Katherine Kirschner.
DOROTHY BADGER TRUST
Balance on hand, January 1, 1986 -0-
Receipts
:













1986 ALICE W. POOLE FOND REPORT
Balance on hand, January 1, 1986
Receipts:
Loan repayments 7834.00




New Student Loans 2300.00
Gifts, aid to the
elderly and needy 20718.55
23,018/55
Balance on hand, Deceinber31 , 1986 745.34
STUDENT LOAN ACTIVITY



















JAFFREY WATER WORKS BONDS
ISSUE NO. 2



















These bonds are payable at the First National Bank of Boston,
MA, with interest payable at the rate of 4.75% per annum.
JAFFREY WATER WORKS BONDS
ISSUE No. 3
Original Issue - $350,000.00 - 1977
Annual Interest
Date of Balance Principal Payment







June 1987 35,000 35,000 831.25 831.25 36,662.50
These bonds are payable at the Worcester County National Bank,
Worcester, MA, with interest at the rate of 4.75% per annum.
JAFFREY WATER WORKS BOND
Original Issue - $500,000.00 - 1986
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Payment Jan. 15 July 15 Payment
July 1987 500,000 50,000 19,775.62 17,887.50 87,663.12
88 450,000 50,000 16,487.50 16,487.50 82,975.00
89 400,000 50,000 14,987.50 14,987.50 79,975.00
90 350,000 50,000 13,337.50 13,337.50 76,675.00
91 300,000 50,000 11,600.00 11,600.00 73,200.00
92 250,000 50,000 9,787.50 9,787.50 69,575.00
93 200,000 50,000 7,825.00 7,825.00 65,650.00
94 150,000 50,000 5,862.50 5,862.50 61,725.00
95 100,000 50,000 3,900.00 3,900.00 57,800.00
96 50,000 50,000 1,937.50 1,937.50 53,875.00
This bond payable to Connecticut National Bank, Hartford, CT.
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Original Issue - $250,000.00 1982
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Jan. 20 Jan. 20 July 20 Payment
Jan. 1987 215,500 8,625 5,387.50 5,171.88 19,184.38
" 88 206,875 8,625 5,171.87 4,956.25 18,753.12
" 89 198,250 8,625 4,956.25 4, 740.63 18,321.88
" 90 189,625 8,625 4,740.62 4,525.00 17,890.62
" 91 181,000 8,625 4,525.00 4,309.38 17,459.38
" 92 172,375 8,625 4.309.37 4,093.75 17,028.12
" 93 163,750 8,625 4.093.75 3,878.13 16,596.88
" 94 155,125 8,625 3,878.12 3,662.50 16,165.62
" 95 146,500 8,625 3,662.50 3,446.88 15,734.38
" 96 137,875 8,625 3,446.88 3,231.25 15.303.12
" 97 129,250 8,625 3,231.25 3.015.63 14,871.88
" 98 120,625 8,625 3,015.62 2.800.00 14,440.62
" 99 112,000 8,625 2,800.00 2,584.38 14,009.38
" 2000 103,375 8,625 2,584.38 2,368.75 13,578.12
" 01 94,750 8,625 2,368.75 2,153.13 13,146.88
" 02 86,125 8,625 2,153.12 1,937.50 12,715.62
" 03 77,500 8,625 1,937.50 1,721.88 12,284.38
" 04 68,875 8.625 1,721.87 1,506.25 11,853.12
" 05 60,250 8,625 1,506.25 1,290.63 11,421.88
" 06 51,625 8,625 1,290.62 1,07 5.00 10,990.62
" 07 43,000 8,600 1.075.00 860.00 10,535.00
" 08 34,400 8,600 860.00 645.00 10,105.00
" 09 25,800 8,600 645.00 430.00 9,675.00
" 10 17,200 8.600 430.00 215.00 9,245.00
" 11 8,600 8,600 215.00 00.00 8,815.00
These! bonds are payabl e to Farmers Home Administration, Concord, NH





SEWER BOND - ISSUE 4 (Contract 1 & 3)
Original Issue - $1,600,000 - 1985
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Aug. 15 Feb. 15 Aug . 1
5
Payment
Aug . 1987 1,520,000 80,000 64,933.98 61,853.03 206,787 01
1 88 1,440,000 80,000 63,840.00 58,054.73 201,894 73
1 89 1,360,000 80,000 60,320.00 54,868.06 195,188 06
' 90 1,280,000 80,000 56,800.00 51,639.00 188,439 00
1 91 1,200,000 80,000 53,280.00 47,728.44 181,008 44
' 92 1,120,000 80,000 49,760.00 44,438.03 174,198 03
93 1,040,000 80,000 46,240.00 40,466.43 166,706 43
1 94 960,000 80,000 42,720.00 37,109.62 159,829 62
1 95 880,000 80,000 39,200.00 33,915.35 153,115 35
96 800,000 80,000 35,680.00 30,014.27 145,694 27
97 720„000 80,000 32,160.00 26,465.81 138,625 81
1 98 640,000 80,000 28,640.00 23,354.88 131,994 88
99 560,000 80,000 25,080.00 19,448.59 124,528 59
1 2000 480,000 80,000 21,520.00 15,855.68 117,375 68
" 01 400,000 80,000 17,960.00 12,507.64 110,467 64
02 320,000 80,000 14,400.00 8,607.57 103,007 57
' 03 240,000 80,000 10,800.00 5,385.53 96,185 53
1 04 160,000 80,000 7,200.00 2,139.87 89,339 87
" 05 80,000 80,000 3,059.23 .00 83,059 23
SEWER BOND - ISSUE 5 (Contract 1A)
Ori ginal Issue - $250,000 - 1985
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due Nov . 1
5
May 15 Nov. 15 Payment
Nov. 1987 235,000 15,000 8,740.75 8,933.75 32,674 50
" 88 220,000 15,000 8,350.71 8,502.50 31,853 21
" 89 205,000 15,000 7,855.27 8,037.50 30,892 77
" 90 190,000 15,000 7,335.05 7,550.00 29,885 05
" 91 175,000 15,000 6,875.36 7,040.00 28,915 36
" 92 160,000 15,000 6,302.70 6,507.50 27,810 20
" 93 145,000 15,000 5,798.32 5,960.00 26,758 32
" 94 130,000 15,000 5,188.38 5,397.50 25,585 88
" 95 115,000 15,000 4,646.14 4,820.00 24,466 14
" 96 100,000 10,000 4,017.17 4,235.00 18,252 17
" 97 90,000 10,000 3,672.14 3,835.00 17,507 14
" 98 80,000 10,000 3,278.30 3,430.00 16,708 30
" 99 70,000 10,000 2,877.34 3,015.00 15,892 34
" 2000 60,000 10,000 2,459.62 2,595.00 15,054 62
" 01 50,000 10,000 1,961.31 2,170.00 14,131 31
" 02 40,000 10,000 1,543.14 1,740.00 13,283 14
" 03 30,000 10,000 1,133.19 1,310.00 12,443 19
" 04 20,000 10,000 723.38 875.00 11,598 38
05 10,000 10,000 278.78 437.50 10,716 28
45
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SEWER BOND - ISSUE 6 (Contract 5)
Original Issue - $566,000 - 1986
Annual Interest Interest Total
Date of Balance Principal Payment Payment Annual
Maturity Due July 15 Jan. 15 July 15 Payment
July 1987 566 000 31,000 23, 160.28 20,949.00 75,109 28
88 535 000 30,000 19,817.50 19,817.50 69,635 00
89 505 000 30,000 18,722.50 18,722.50 67,445 00
90 475 000 30,000 17,627.50 17,627.50 65,255 00
91 445 000 30,000 16,532.50 16,532.50 63,065 00
92 415 000 30,000 15,437.50 15,437.50 60,875 00
93 385 000 30,000 14,342.50 14,342.50 58,685 00
94 355 000 30,000 13,247.50 13,247.50 56,495 00
95 325 000 30,000 12,152.50 12,152.50 54,305 00
96 295 000 30,000 11,057.50 11,057.50 52,115 00
97 265 000 30,000 9,962.50 9,962.50 49,925 00
98 235 000 30,000 8,867.50 8,867.50 47,735 00
99 205 000 30,000 7,772.50 7,772.50 45,545 00
2000 175 000 25,000 6,662.50 6,662.50 38,325 00
01 150 000 25,000 5,731.25 5,731.25 36,462 50
02 125 000 25,000 4,793.75 4, 7 93.7 5 34,587 50
03 100 000 25,000 3,843.75 3,843.75 32,687 50
04 75 000 25,000 2,887.50 2,887.50 30,775 00
05 50 000 25,000 1,925.00 1,925.00 28,850 00
06 25 000 25,000 962.50 962.50 26,925 00







FOR THE YEAR 1986
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATIONS
AUTO REGISTRATIONS ISSUED 5398
RECEIPTS $314,691.00
REMITTED TO TREASURER $314,691.00
DOG LICENSES
MALES 116
NEUTERED MALES 7 5
FEMALES 35
SPAYED FEMALES 155
GROUP LICENSES— ( 5 ) 75
REPLACEMENT LICENSES ISSUED 2
TOTAL DOGS LICENSED 457
RECEIPTS $1,557.45
DOG FINES COLLECTED $30.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $1,587.45
LESS DOG COMMISSIONS -$227.50
REMITTED TO TREASURER $1,359.95
FILING FEES, ORDINANCES, LICENSES ETC.
FILING FEES $15.00
COPIES $62 7.63
LANDFILL PERMITS $252 . 00
BUILDING & OCCUPANCY PMTS $2,300.00
SALE OF TOWN HISTORIES $700.00
BAD CHECK CHARGES $72.00
CHECKLISTS $276 . 00
REMITTED TO TREASURER $4,242.63




1986 WAS A VERY BUSY YEAR IN THE TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE. THE
PROGRAM WAS SET UP WITH THE STATE TO BE ABLE TO ISSUE NEW PLATES
FOR THE PEOPLE THAT COME IN TO RENEW THEIR REGISTRATIONS DURING
THE NEXT FEW YEARS. THIS PROGRAM, AS WELL AS THE MUNICIPAL AGENT
PROGRAM IS A VOLUNTARY PROGRAM CHOSEN BY THIS TOWN CLERK TO
ASSIST YOU AND MAKE LIFE A LITTLE EASIER FOR THE MOTORING
PUBLIC. THERE IS NO INCREASE IN PAY TO THE CLERK FOR THIS
SERVICE. THE WORKLOAD HAS INCREASED AND THE TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE
HAS THE SAME AMOUNT OF HELP AS IT HAS HAD THROUGH THE YEARS, A
ONE PERSON DEPARTMENT! INCOME TO THE TOWN HAS INCREASED BY
$53,368.50 IN REGISTRATIONS ALONE THIS YEAR. THERE WERE 276 MORE
VEHICLES REGISTERED THIS YEAR. IN THE LAST THREE YEARS, THE
INCOME TO THE TOWN OF JAFFREY FROM MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS
HAS INCREASED BY $153,029.00, WITH AN INCREASE OF 776
REGISTRATIONS. THE STATE CONTINUES TO ADD TO THE DUTIES OF THE
TOWN CLERK, AND CONSTANT UPDATING AND JOB RELATED CHANGES NEVER
SEEM TO END.
A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE TOWN MANAGER, SELECTMEN , THE TOWN
OFFICE STAFF, AND MY UNPAID ASSISTANTS, DEPUTY TOWN CLERK LISA
SIROIS, AND MY WIFE PATRICIA FOR THEIR HELP DURING THE YEARS. I
HOPE THAT MY EFFORTS TO SERVE THE TOWN OF JAFFREY AS TOWN CLERK







OF FUNDS IN HER CUSTODY
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1985 $ 52,732.24
Receipts
:
Treasurer, United States 44,699.00




Reimburse Town of Jaffrey
Balance December 31, 1986
GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1985
Interest















Balance December 31, 1985
Interest
Balance December 31, 1986
AMOS FORTUNE FUND ( Conant High School)
Balance December 31, 1985
Interest
Balance December 31, 1986
AERONAUTICAL FUND
Balance December 31, 1985
Interest
Balance December 31, 1986 "$ 40.37
SEWER MAINTENANCE FUND
Balance December 31, 1985 $ 19,743.17
Sewer Rentals 108,857.06




Town of Jaffrey Reimbursements $ 80,000.00
Refunds 691.15
Misc. Deposit Slips 5 .88
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 51,856.63
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Town of Jaffrey Reimbursements $ 25,,000 .00
Misc. Expenses - Depo sit Slips 5 .58
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 37,,665,.27
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE
Balance December 31, 1985 $ 558 .98




HA Hoyt (Flags) $ 905 .00
Simon Abbotts 243 .00
Misc. Expenses 35 .00 $ 1,,183,.00
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 25 .98
JAFFREY RECREATION DEPARTMENT
$ 3,,861,Balance December 31, 1985 .44
Receipts 25,,127,.18
Expenditures 25,,724,.66
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 3,,263 .96
AERONAUTICAL FUND





State of NH 4,,561,,83
Lease 4,,200,,00
Paul Winsor III (Beacon) 200,,00
Interest 208,,11
NH Ball Bearing 4,,200,,00
$ 22, 631.,99
Expended:
Silver Ranch Airpark $3,,494.,59
All States Asphalt 7,,000,,00
Overview Farm 1,,209.,00
Manairco Inc. 1,,224,,92
Telephone & Lights 535,,92
Red's of Jaffrey 3,,177,,20
Robert Archambault 1,,389,,00
Misc. Expenses 3,,562,,50 $ 21, 593. 13




Balance December 31, 1985 $ 1,442.77
Receipts 8, 732.00
Expended









Balance December 31, 1986
PLANNING BOARD
Balance December 31, 1985
Receipts
Expended






Balance December 31, 1986 $ 1,212.34
SEWER PROJECT #1, 1A & 3
Balance December 31, 1985 $ 801,420.96
Deposits
:
Treasurer, United States 1,672,600.00




Whitman & Howard Inc. $ 385,067.71
Park Construction Corp. 1,540,117.37
Park Retainage 21,432.45
Hutter Construction Co. 429,275.00
Hutter Retainage 44,686.00
Materials Engineering Inc. 26,035.75
Eastern Pipe Service Inc. 1,173.41
Supplies & Expenses 1 , 063 . 74
$ 2,448,851.43
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 195,831.65
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Whitman & Howard Inc. $ 38,346.70
Town of Jaffrey Reimbursement 1985 13,994.16
Tower, Bean & Crocker (Hampsey Land) 5,000.00
Advertising 3,338.01
$ 60,678.87
Balance December 31, 1986 $ 506,361.64
COMPRESSOR ACCOUNT
Balance December 31, 1985 $ 599.96
Interest 32.81






lUQiUSri TAXES - ALL TOWN FUNDS
A. TAXES
1. Property taxes — current year — 1986
Amount — Omit cents
2, 1 18, A 52
2. Property taxos — collected in advance
3. Resident taxos — current year 1906 21,490
4. Hoat Taxes 808
E. National bank stock taxes — current year 1966 56
6. Yield taxes — current year — 1986 8,924
7. Property and yield taxos — previous years 461,86 2
8. Resident taxes — previous years 3, 180
9. Land use change tax — current and prior years 15,361
10. Iniorest receivod on delinquent taxes 75. 1 IS
1 1 . Penalties — resident taxes 358
12. Tax sales redeemed 100,598
Ob
2,756,204
B. LICENSES AND PERMITS
1 . Motor vehicle permit lees 314,691
2. Dog licenses 1,330
3. Business licenses, permits and tiling lees 2.495 _j




REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
1. Revenue sharing grants 18 » 44.699
2. All other Federal grants — Attach schedule 40
44,699
B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1. Shared revenue 17 * 285.230
2. Highway block grant 23 69,005
3. Railroad tax • 20
4. Slate aid water pollution projects 36 2.699
5. Reimbursable account Slato — Federal lorest land :u 476






Amount — Omit cents
C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Reimbursements from other local governments 387, 170
387, 170total
IH-JtWuBI charges for services -all
FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
1. Water supply system charges
2. Electric utility charges
3. Sewer charges 106,683
4. Garbage-refuse collection charges 24,482
6. Parks and recreation charges
6. Airport charges
7. Parking charges
8. Sale of cemetery lots
9. Rent of town property 300
10. Payments in liou of taxes — other governments 2,664
11. Payments in lieu of taxes — nongovernmental sources
12. Other sales and service charges
13 Total - — ^ 134,129
800
FUNDS [Exclude transfers)
1 . Sale of town property
2. Special assessments
3. Interest on investments 67,403
4. Rents and royalties
6. Withdrawals from capital reserve funds
6. Other miscellaneous revenue
68,203
|f":FT4i'A** OTHER FINANCING SOURCES - ALL
FUNDS {Exclude transfers)
1 . Proceeds of long term notes
2. Proceeds of bond issues
3. Other financing sources — Attach schedule
•JtTVJ.^ NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS - ALL
FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
1. Tax anticipation notes 1,780,000
2. Loans in anticipation of bond issues
3. Loans in anticipation of long term notes
4. Loans in anticipation of Federal aid
5. Loans in anticipation of State aid
6. Yield tax security deposits 660
7. Other nonrevenue receipts — Attach schedule
1,730,000
9. TOTAL RECFIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES > 5,'J01,449





ilfflMIMl FYPPwniTiiRFfr Al 1 FUNPS Maintenance budget item








2. Judicial and legal
£26
8,160






5. Reappraisal of property
£23
83,338
6. Planning and zoning
E28
6,346



























1. Solid waste disposal
E80
365,411










































2. Principal — other long term bonds and notes
201
63,625


























2. Taxes bought by town
210
63,842
3. Discounts, abatements, refunds
211
19,830
7. Payments to capital reserve funds by fund —
•• Fire Truck Article
21S
30,000
M. PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
1. To State — dog license and marriage licenses
218
223
2. Taxes paid to county
219
279,728
3. Payments to precincts
220
4. To school district 1 985 ( I; 1 986 I )
221
2,349,714
5. Total payments for all purposes $ 5,171,916






•rn».n Ta FVPFNniTURFS of ffdfrai. gfnfrai rfvfniif sharing funds
Report proposed and actual expenditures (omit cants) of General Revenue Sharing funds
in columns A and B. DO NOT INCLUDE expenditures made from any other sources.
























































1 4. Utility systems —
Specify type -n
147 149
15. Interest on general
debt
139 141
16. Payment of principal
on debt
171 172










First I would like to take this occasion to thank you
for the opportunity of being Jaffrey's first Town Manager.
I started in the manager's capacity on July 21, 1986,
and the past six months have been a time of learning and
observing. Based on my observations, I have established the
following goals and objectives for myself to strive for:
1. Improved Financial Management
2. Risk Management
3. Economic Development
4. Long Range Planning
The objective which I will devote most of my time
implementing is Improved Financial Management.
The proposed budget for fiscal year 1987, will be
accounted for in a new manner. The results of this new
accounting procedure will become evident to you next year.
This new procedure will allow for accountability of your tax
dol lar s
.
This will be accomplished by the use of new computer
hardware and new computer programs.
Risk Management (Insurance) is a program which ties into
financial management. The insurance industry has increased
the cost of premiums many fold. In 1986, Jaffrey spent
approximately $120,000.00 on insurance. It is projected
that in 1987 this cost will increase to $150,000.00, or
approximately 25%. Therefore, the staff will initiate
programs which will stabilize or perhaps reduce our
premiums
.
Economic Development is a key issue in the future of the
Town. In order to provide for the existing level of
services, we need to add to the Town's total assessed
valuation. Without this increase in values, tax rates will
spiral. The only alternative, in the future, would be to
"cut-back" on the Town's services.
How we grow? Where does growth occur? At what
intensity? And when? are key issues which face the Town.
Long and short range planning must be accomplished in order
for the Town to retain some control over its destiny.
The present plan of the Town was written in the mid-
seventies, and many changes have occurred since that time.
These changes must be inventoried, analyzed and from the
analyses, projections made for the future. We must know
where we are going before we can determine "how much is it
going to cost .
"
I look forward to working for you and trying to help you






DEPARTMENT _0F PUBLIC WORKS REPORT
ACTUAL PROJECTS COMPLETED IN 1986 :
Tar: Cost: $83,664.25 [$14,664.25 Town S $69,000. State
Fitzwilliam Rd.: Seal 9,000 l.f.
Pierce Crossing Rd.: Shim, seal, underdrain 4,000 IF.
Gilmore Pond Rd.: Shim, seal, ditch 3,200 l.f.
Old Sharon Rd.: Seal, underdrain 650 l.f.
Town Construction : Cost: $54,617.28
Proctor Road: Reconstruction 3,750 l.f.
Amos Fortune Rd. : Underdrain, shim 1,300 l.f.
Summer : Cost: $65,182.38
Cleaned catchbasins and ditches.
Cut and mowed roadside brush and trees.
Repaired Mountain Stream dam and Black Reservoir dam.
Replaced missing street signs.
Replaced cross culverts.
Other Projects : Cost: $150,000. [$50,000 Town and
$100,000. State].
Dublin Road: Reconstructed to State Specs. 3,200 l.f.
S ewer :
Completed sewer treatment facilities.
Started construction of Hadley Rd. Pumping Station.
PROPOSED PROJECTS FOR 1987 :
Construction
:
Howard Hill Rd. [backside] underdrain, shim, seal
1,400 l.f. Cost: $17,815.
Prescott Rd.: Shim and seal 3,785 l.f. Cost: $21,134.
Squantum Rd.: Shim and seal 5,730 l.f. Cost: $33,651.
Hunt Rd. : Reconstruct 3,300 l.f. Cost: $133,226.
Charlonne St.: Reconstruct 1,425 l.f. Cost: $51,038.
Amos Fortune Rd.: Reconstruct 2,830 l.f.
Cost: $75,880.
Dublin Rd.: Reconstruct 3,200 l.f. Cost: $150,000.
Town bridges: Reconstruct to state specs
Cost: $75,000.
S ewer :
Install new sewer lines and pumping station [Cont. 5]
Replace River St. and Cross St. pumping stations.
Complete Hadley Rd. pumping station.
Landfill :
Prepare engineering work for plan of closure.
Respectfully submitted,
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irrnilMTJMTCf ArintT/-lDC TELEPHONE (603) 224-2000ACCOUNTANTS & AUDITORS jwq capital plaza, suite 3-j
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301
DONALD F. MASON. P.A.
JON R. LANG. C.P.A.
THOMAS L. MARSH. C.P.A.
MICHAEL G. LULL. C.P.A.
RALPH P. SCHMITT. C.P.A.
JOHN E. LYFORD. C.P.A.





We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Jaffrey, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1985, and have issued
our report thereon dated August 19, 1986. Our examination was made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards; the standards for
financial and compliance audits contained in the Standards for Audit of
Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities, and Functions issued by the
U.S. General Accounting Office; the Single Audit Act of 1984; and the
provisions of the OMB Circular No. A-128 , Audits of State and Local Governments
and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
The management of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire is responsible for the
Town's compliance with laws and regulations. In connection with the examina-
tion referred to above, we selected and tested transactions and records from
each major federal financial assistance program and certain nonmajor federal
financial assistance programs. The purpose of our testing of transactions and
records from those federal financial assistance programs was to obtain reason-
able assurances that the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire had in all material
respects, administered major programs, and executed the tested nonmajor program
transactions, in compliance with laws and regulations, including those
pertaining to financial reports and claims for advances and reimbursements,
noncompliance with which we believe could have a material effect on the allow-
ability of program expenditures.
Our testing of transactions and records selected from major federal financial





REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
At the March, 1986 Town Meeting the Trustees had an article in
the warrant: To raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 to be used
by the Trustees of the Jaffrey Public Library to determine the best
way to meet current and growing needs of the library. The article was
unanimously approved.
Since then, many interesting events have taken place. Nolan
Lushington, a well known small library building consultant from
Greenwich, Connecticut was hired. A meeting was held with Assistant
Superintendent Larry Bramblett of the Jaf frey-Rindge School District
and Douglas H. Brown, consultant for Construction and Finance from the
State Board of Education, to discuss the Jaffrey Grade School's needs
as well as those of the library. Negotiations are currently underway
to strengthen the ties between the library and the school. Even
though the weather was at sixes and sevens in April, Sony and Vorce
did manage to complete a site survey. In May, the Friends and volun-
teers did a telephone survey which was tabulated by Mildred Tamminen.
Bissell Alderman's architectual expertise proved invaluable to the
Board when John Jordon, from Hancock, New Hampshire was hired as the
architect for the library addition. An open Citizens' Meeting was
held in September to hear the results of the telephone survey of
library users and non-users so that opinions and suggestions could be
shared. Delicious refreshments were provided by the Friends.
Harriet H. Andrews presented a proposal, which was approved by
the Board, for a collection of Warfield birds for the library. Space
will be provided in the new addition to exhibit them. In 1966, Robert
and Virginia Warfield started to carve birds in Jaffrey. In apprecia-
tion of their art and skill, the Warfield Bird Fund is set up with the
intention of purchasing Warfield birds. This will commence with four
birds; the robin, chickadee, bluebird and Downy woodpecker. They will
be displayed in the children's area for the time being. Contributions
are to be tax deductible gifts.
Many memorial gifts were acquired by the library this year. The
library has been chosen to receive a sixty volume set of "The Library
of America" under the terms of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation match-
ing grant program. The Friends agreed to pay $500.00 for our share of
the cost. A check sent from the Lions' Club was used for large print
materials; the New York Times Weekly, Reader's Digest and books.
Henry and Patricia Nielsen donated a beautiful library table that was
made by Elmer Eaves, uncle of librarian Cynthia E. Hamilton. Mary Kidd
presented a record storage case that holds 500 records, in memory of
her husband, Coburn, to the library. A photograph of the Jaffrey
Public Library dated 1896 has been given to the library by Marion
Jowder Eagley of Peterborough. Erna Vogeler of New Ipswich presented
the library with a check for $2,000.00 for the latest trade books in
fiction and mystery in the Agatha Christie tradition. The friends
raised $800.00 for a roof over the handicap access, and puppets and a
newspaper rack. A bequest of $45,500.00 came from the Ralph E. Boynton
estate to be used toward the library addition. The Friends purchased




Our children's department is overflowing. Four thousand two
hundred and twenty-eight books were read by 349 children who partici-
pated in the summer reading program, "Pig Out on Books." Jeanne Burr,
the children's librarian, presented certificates at the awards ceremony
to those who read six books or more. Refreshments were arranged by
Debbie Young with the Friends supplying punch and cookies. The Little
Red Wagon made its annual summer appearance. The library's float won
third place in its class in the Jaffrey Jubilee Parade. Ann Winsor
and Eleanor McQueen arranged floral pieces that adorned the library
for its open house on Jubilee weekend. Many groups enjoyed viewing
the Amos Fortune exhibit. In September, a lift for the handicapped
was put in and it is being used. Marie Ouellette and the Friends
furnished the library with lovely center pieces and decorations for
the Christmas season.
Trustees, Staff and Friends represented the library at state,
regional and local meetings. Staff member Lisa Bearce has taken two
Public Library Technique courses this year.
To the indispensible Friends of the Library, donors, volunteers
and everyone who has shown interest, given support and time, we say
THANK YOU.
Respectfully submitted
JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Elizabeth B. Shea, Chairman
Jean B. Page, Secretary






TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1986
GENERAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
Balance on hand, December 31, 1985 142.62
INCOME :
Trustees of Trust Funds
Stock/Bond Investments
Return of Principal
Grant-State of New Hampshire
Reimbursements


































Travel and Conference Expense
Miscellaneous Expense
Salaries

































Balance Income Expended Balance
Name of Beginning During During 31, Dec.
Account of Year Year Year 1986
Jaffrey Public Lib. $ 75.12 $ 4. 10 $ $ 79.22
Frank E. Shedd Fund 1,688.28 92.29 1,780.57
Harrison Tweed 1,167.88 63.85 1,231.73
Blaine Fund
Building Fund 866.31 1,045.44 1,903.00 8.75















Jaffrey Public Lib. $85,429.47 $69,589.68 $130,160.00 $24,859.15







Jaffrey Public Library $50,000.00























Volumes in the Library; January 1,
Volumes discarded during the year
1985










Number of A/V equipment
Number of software
Number of puppets










LIBRARY SERVICES AND PROGRAMS







Children completing pragram and receiving certificates
Requests
Books borrowed on interlibrary loan
Books loaned to other libraries
Reference questions answered
Attendance for A/V programs
New applications - adult
New applications - juvenile
Exhibits and displays















































REPORT OF THE 3AFFREY DISTRICT COURT
CASES










































REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Applications to the Jaffrey Board of Adjustment for appeal are
normally scheduled for public hearing on the first Tuesday of each
month at 7:30 PM. A member of the Board will meet with any applicant
requiring assistance the Tuesday evening two weeks prior to the first
Tuesday of the following month in the Town Office beginning at 5;30 PM
to render any assistance in completing your application.
This past year 60 applications were submitted to the Board of
Adjustment for review. Of the applications submitted 44 were granted,
11 were denied, 1 case was referred to another town body for a
decision as it was inappropriate for it to be before the Board, 1 case
was postponed at the applicants request and 3 cases were withdrawn
by the applicants.
We are pleased to report that income from applications exceeded
clerical and administrative expenditures for the year and the Board
of Adjustment was a user-funded service to the community.
y Respectfully /submitted/',
Franklin W. Sterling Jr
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1986 REPORT OF THE JAFFREY CONSERVATION COMMISSION
This year saw the addition of several new members
(Ben Haubrich, William Smith, Llyod Robinson, and
Steve Given) Who replaced (Gilbert Emery, Anne
Nochella, Bruce Feltus and Robert Mitchell).
The majority of the Commissions work, as in the
past, involved... reviewing and making
recommendations, to the Jaffrey Board of Adjustment
concerning variances and exceptions to existing
Jaffrey Wetland Regulations and also observing,
evaluating and making recommendations to the State
Wetland Board concerning Dredge and Fill applications
in the Town of Jaffrey.
The Conservation Commission was again pleased to
be able to send two Jaffrey students (David Humphrey
and Mike Lambert) to Conservation Camp (organized by
The Society For The Protection of New Hampshire
Forests); thanks to the continued financial support
from D.D.Bean and The Monadnock Bank. Also this year
The Jaffrey Women's Club assisted this program with
both financial and student notification assistance.
The Commission continued taking part in the Tri
Town Ground water protection program and is still in
the process of working on evaluating and writing
Aquifer protection regulations based on the map
produced by David Jacke and the Groundwater Protection
Program. This would also fit in with the with the
State and Federal Aquifer Mapping which will be taking
place in the next few years.
The Jaffrey Conservation Commission meets at the
Town Office Building at 7:00 p.m. on the last Tuesday
of every month. We appreciate the continued
understanding and cooperation shown to us by many













1986 FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
DATE ALARM TIME TYPE PLACE
Jan. 1 123 3:55 am Building 5 North Street
Jan. 1 123 5:00 pm Building Woodbound Road
Jan. 4 123 7:15 am MA Greenfield
Jan. 23 123 11:30 pm Building Owen Houghton Res.
Jan. 28 123 9:30 am Stove M. Letourneau Rt . 137
Feb. 2 123 3:45 pm MA Rindge
Feb. 2 123 4:35 pm Chimney Pompano - Rindge Rd.
Feb. 7 123 8:40 am Chimney McCoy Road
Feb. 9 123 7:30 am Smoke in Kitchen Mon. Nursing Home
Feb. 12 123 5:40 pm Fire in Basement Jaffrey Manor
Feb. 13 123 6:00 pm Chimney Charles Res. - Rt.137
Feb. 14 123 10:05 am Smoke Investigation Copeman Res. - Rt.202
Feb. 18 123 6:20 pm Smoke Investigation Precision Forms
Feb. 27 123 8:45 am Smoke Investigation Amos Fortune Road
Mar. 2 123 11:40 am Structure Hazleton - Pine Crest
Mar. 5 123 5:20 pm Car Coppenon - Rt . 202
Mar. 8 123 8:15 pm Chimney Butz - Bryant Rd
Mar. 10 123 9:30 pm Chimney Olsson - Highland Ave
Mar. 15 123 11:00 pm MA Dublin
Mar. 15 123 9:15 am MA New Ipswich
Mar. 16 123 2:35 pm Chimney 208-Old Peterboro Rd
Mar. 17 123 8:30 pm Chimney Wilson - Howard Hill
Mar. 19 123 6:00 am Chimney Smith - Amboy Circle
Mar. 21 123 6:55 am Smoke Detector Mon. Nursing Home
Mar. 29 123 10:55 am Grass Batchelder-Coleman Rd
Apr. 1 Still 7:15 pm MA Peterborough
Apr. 7 123 9:55 am Chimney Harvey-Old Peterboro
Apr. 8 123 7:30 am Oil Burner 73 Old Peterboro Rd
Apr. 9 Still 8:30 pm MA New Ipswich
Apr. 9 123 11:25 am Brush Lincoln Corner
Apr. 22 Still 3:05 pm MA Peterborough
May 1 123 8:10 am Building Murphy Res.
May 3 123 11:50 am Brush Barrett Res.
May 4 Still 4:45 pm Brush Rd. 202 South
May 5 Still 8:25 am MA Peterborough
May 6 123 2:35 pm MA Rindge
May 13 Bx 113 3:35 pm False Charlonne £> River St
May 13 123 4:35 am Auto Fire Alarm Berger Lahr
May 13 123 7:45 am Auto Fire Alarm Berger Lahr
May 15 Bx 531 8:35 pm False Jaffrey Middle School
May 17 123 11:30 pm Brush Rt. 137
May 19 Still 5:55 pm Transformer VFW Amb Garage
May 23 Still 8:15 pm Lightning Strike
May 25 123 12:00 pm Auto Fire Alarm R. Smith Res.
May 28 123 12:15 pm MA Antrim
June 3 123 7:15 am Chimney Ted Renault Res.
June 12 123 12:30 pm Elect #1 Forest Park
June 13 123 11:50 am False NH Ball Bearing
June 17 123 1:13 pm False NH Ball Bearing
June 23 123 10:25 am False NH Ball Bearing
June 25 123 12:15 pm Elect Thorndike Pond Rd
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LaBonte - Squantum Rd












































Rt 124 Sharon Line
NH Ball Bearing
Respectfully submitted,
Edmund Robichaud, Secretary & Treasurer
DATE ALARM TIME TYPE
Dec. 15 123 6:30 am House
Dec. 15 123 11:00 am MA
Dec. 15 123 11:25 am Partition
Dec. 16 123 11:25 am Stove - Gas Line








To The Honorable Board of Selectmen
Town of Jaffrey
The report of the Health Officer for the
Town of Jaffrey year ending December 31 1986
Town water complaints 23
Private water complaints 11
Invesgation of private water 4
Reportable Diseases None
Dog Bites reported 9
Cat Bites 2
Wild Animal Bites 3
Dead Animals reported 9
Animal sent for Rabies check 1




Inspection of Homes for State 7





JAFFREY MUNICIPAL AIRPORT - AIRPORT MANAGER'S REPORT 1986
Dear Citizens of Jaffrey - During the year the Jaffrey Municipal
Airport has provided vital transportation and emergency services to area
residents, institutions, and businesses. As we have pointed out in the
past, our airport is truely an important "gateway" to Jaffrey and to the
Monadnock Region ... a kind of street used for the most vital and
urgent needs of our people and for the leaders of the businesses and
industries which mean jobs to most everybody.
In 1986 a new mobile radio communications link was established for the
purpose of direct contact, from the air, with police, fire, and rescue
units during any emergency or assistance situation. The new radio link
will enable assistance to be rendered quickly and directly in times of
need.
The Jaffrey Chamber of Commerce's Airport Committee, which was fairly
quiet for most of the year, became active near year's end. We expect
them to meet periodically in 1987 and to be looking for the support of
people who recoginze the airport's importance in the community. Possible
activities will be to help create visibility and awareness of the
airport's role; to assist in short term and long term planning; to help
identify and correct safety problems; to advise and assist in any way
possible to maximize the usefulness and compatibility of the airport
in the community. Anyone interested in helping, please contact someone
from the Chamber of Commerce Executive Committee, one of the Selectmen,
or anyone at the airport.
Private citizens have continued to help with financial donations and
with physical assistance for the maintenance and improvement of airport
facilities. A lighted airport beacon is nearly a reality due to the
generosity and help of several people.
The runway lighting was substantially renovated and improved with many
new fixtures replacing units in service for over 25 years! Runway end
strobes were installed to help visually locate the runway during darkness
and reduced visibility. Additional obstruction removal and brush clearing
was done. Items still needed at the airport include a steel roller, a
brush-hone drag, and storage for dry unsalted sand. It is time to begin
thinking of a replacement or supplement for the airport plow-truck, which
is now 20 years old.
We continue to seek re-establishment of the JMA in the National
Airport System Plan. This we hope to achieve when the State Airport
Plan is updated in 1987.
In the fall of 1986, the staff of the New Hampshire DOT, Division of
Aeronautics, helped to organize the airport managers of New Hampshire
with the aim of sharing experience, problems, and solutions, relative
to the successful operation of their airports. Your airport manager is
happy to report that the organization has already been effective in
bringing the individual airports together to work on common problems.
One major concern of the group is to help assure the very survival of
community airports, which often come under political, financial and
other outside pressures.
I look forward to the day when the Jaffrey Municipal Airport will be
a park-like center for community functions as well as the business and
recreational "gateway" to Jaffrey and the Monadnock Region. We continue
to seek the suggestions and help of anyone interest in bettering
services and/or safety at the Jaffrey Municipal Airport.
J
Sincerely yours, /L^ >£ '/A A^^J^\P\_ AirPort Manager, Jaffrey
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REPORT OF THE JAFFREY HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
During 1986 the Jaffrey Historic District Commission held eleven
regular meetings and numerous work sessions. Three applications were
received and heard, two requesting use changes and one for a commercial
sign. Two were approved and one was denied.
The Commission expended $99.56 of its $100 annual appropriation.
Application fees totalling $15 were turned over to the Town leaving a net
expenditure of $84.56.
Through much of 1986 the Commission discussed and developed
revisions to its procedural rules that would bring them in line with recent
changes in state enabling legislation. The new rules are expected to be
approved early in 1 987.
During the year Commission members attended several meetings or
workshops of, among others, the New Hampshire Association of Historic
District Commissions, The Preservation Institute for the Building Crafts,
the Cooperative Extension Service (UNH), NH Old Graveyard Association and
several out-of-state preservation and planning conferences. All costs
associated with these events were borne by those attending.
The Commission's most important and time-consuming activity during
1986 was its participation in the Certified Local Government program of
the State's Division of Historical Resources. Matching grants totalling
$1 1,250 were requested and received which allowed tne Commission to
undertake an extensive survey of the architectural, historical and cultural
resources of the town. Nearly 500 separate structures or sites were
researched, photographed, described and documented. A consultant was
retained to oversee this project and members of the Commission and many
volunteers from throughout the community devoted long hours to the
necessary work of typing, mapping, sorting, stapling, checking, walking
and driving. A major segment of trie project has been the establishment of
a base of information that will be used in the updating of the Town's
Comprehensive Plan. During 1987 the Commission expects to work closely
with other Town bodies ana with interested citizens in contributing to the
planning process in Jaffrey.
During 1986 the Commission's membership changed through resignation
or retirement: Cal Saulnier, Jim Balentine, Jane Cunningham and Bob
Chamberlain left and the Commission extends its thanks and appreciation
to them for their loyal service. Joining the Commission during the year
were Debbie Babson, Chris Bean, Martha Brummer, Ed Deschenes and Bob
Potter.
All residents are reminded that the Commission's reqular monthly
meeting is on the first Thursday of each month at 7:30 P.M. in the Meeting
Room, Town Office Building. Questions about the Commission and its
procedures may be directed to and application forms obtained from the
Chairman or the Secretary.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert B. Stephenson, Secretary
For the Commission:
Christopher V. Bean, Chairman (term expires 1 989)
Nora Bryant, Vice Chairman (term expires 1988)
Robert B. Stephenson, Secretary (term expires 1 987)
Deborah E. Babson (term expires 1 989)
Martha S. Brummer (term expires 1 989)
P. Edward Deschenes (Selectmen member)
Robert W. Potter (Planning Board member)
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REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PLANNING BOARD
Activities for 1986 included the following:
- Approved 15 minor (3 or less lots) subdivisions,
totaling 18 new building lots.
- Approved 1 major subdivision totaling 11 new
building lots.
- Approved 1 mobile home subdivision totaling 33 new
mobile home lots. - Approved 9 technical
subdivisions, no new building lots created.
- Approved 23 site plans, mostly commercial and 1
apartment complex consisting of 28 apartments.
- Recommended disapproval of 1 rezoning petition.
- A petition with over 600 signatures was received
requesting an Interim Growth Management Ordinance
under RSA 674:23. Public hearings were held on May
26th and June 10th, and a special town meeting was
scheduled for July 10th and the ordinance was passed
by a 4 to 1 margin.
In the remainder of 1986 the Planning Board worked on
Jaffrey's Capital Improvements Program (CIP) . A
subcommittee of Planning Board and Budget Committee
members prepared the raw data for the next step:
development of a CIP document by the Southwest Region
Planning Commission. The CIP will be presented to the
Board in February.
Jaffrey has received a commitment from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for the development
of definitive flood plain maps with a completion date
early in 1988. We will, however, have sufficient data
this year for inclusion in the master plan update.
The Planning Board believes that the nature of the land
should be a major factor in determining how the Town
will develop in future years. We are arranging with
the Southwest Region Planning Commission for a master
plan update based on a Natural Resources Inventory,
both narrative and a series of maps which will
delineate how future development may be accommodated
while at the same time our precious environment can be
protected and preserved. Mapping of Jaffrey's
aquifers and the subsequent development of an
ordinance designed to protect our present and
potential sources of water should result from the
master plan update. The Planning Board is placing an
article in the warrant for town meeting in the amount
of approximately $16,000 for a contract with the
Regional Planning Commission for those costs of a
master plan update which are not covered by our dues...
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REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PLANNING BOARD (CONT.)
We expect and intend that the update will be completed
during 1987. For this reason, the Planning Board
recommends to the voters of Jaffrey approval of a
Growth Management Ordinance, RSA 674:22, which will
restrict any subdivisions or site plans involving four
or more dwelling units. If approved by the voters,
this ordinance will take effect at town meeting this
year and automatically expire at town meeting next
year
.
The purposes of the CIP and the master plan update are
to provide an updated factual and scientific bases
to guide future development so that growth can
occur without unduly harming or endangering our
environment and our natural resources; so that the
needs for housing, commerce and industry can be met in
an orderly manner necessary to both the best quality
of life and a stable tax rate.
At the March meeting the following were elected:
William C. Arthur, Chairman
Robert W. Potter, Vice Chairman
Richard A. Grodin, Secretary, resigned at Dec. mtg.
Stella A. Pillsbury, elected Secretary at the Dec. mtg.
In April, Barbara Tremblay was appointed as an
Alternate Member of the Planning Board but had to
resign almost immediately when she moved to
Peterborough. In March, Lloyd Robinson was appointed
as an Alternate Member
.
This has been a very busy year for the Planning Board
and 1987 promises to be even busier. The members of
the Board will be making every effort to serve well all
of the citizens of Jaffrey. I take this opportunity to
thank all members of the Board for their dedication and











Defective Equipment Tags 246
D.W.I. Arrest 62
Accidents with Personal Injury 33
Accidents, property damage 161
Accidents, fatals
Domestic Disturbance Calls 251
Assist to Fire Department 28
Assist To Public 439
Alarms Answered 216









Alcohol Related Crimes 70
Other Drug Related 15
Disorderly Conduct 15
Protective Custody 15
Disobeying a Police Officer 5
Resisting Arrest 3
Fugitive from Justice 4
False Information to Police Officer 3
Escapes




























During 1986, the Recreation Department, its programs,
vities and operations continued to run smoothly. Our
asis on youth programming increased and has been very
































































































































2. The Recreation Dept.'s John Morgan Road Race became a cer-
tified, 5 mile course by the TAC/RRCA, and will become a
permanent special event for the Town of Jaffrey.
3. The return of the 1986 Jaffrey Jubilee "Liberty Lives On"
was an important event for the Town, and we assisted the
Jubilee Committee as much as time allowed for its success.
The Department was responsible for operations, as well as its
own children's activities and the road race.
4. The Jaffrey Bandstand also made its return, and hat's off
to the Chamber of Commerce for that project. The Recreation
Dept. sponsored 3 successful concerts, with the generous
support of the Monadnock Bank.
5. As you will see with the Holiday and Special Event atten-
dance figures, attendance increased about 20% total over 1985,
The Jaffrey Christmas Fair was our best yet, and the Hallo-
ween activities were very successful, despite frigid weather.
A special thanks goes to the organizations and individuals
who made them possible.
6. The Recreation Committee submitted its 5 year Capital Im-
provement Plan which includes proposed recreational facili-
ties that the town may need, with the current increase of
population and the demand for use and services.
7. The Department and the Jaf frey-Rindge School District has
continued to work together regarding athletic facility use
and extended use of school facilities by community groups and
recreational activities.
8. The public beach at Shattuck Park, Thorndike Pond, ran
successfully overall and the Committee will continue its
development plans for the coming year.
The Recreation Committee and Staff would like to give
special recognition to the following for their unselfish and
dedicated support of community recreational activities this
past year to the Town of Jaffrey: Jaffrey Friends of Recrea-
tion, Lion's Club, Jaffrey VFW and Auxiliary, Jaffrey Cham-




















































range, Jaffrey Women's Club, Jaffrey
ffrey-Rindge Senior Citizens, Sunshine
, Girl Scouts, 4-H, the Town departments
olice, Fire, Public Works, Town office
ey-Rindge School District personnel, and
sinesses, industries, merchants and in-
community .
for 1986 focused on a well-rounOed offer-
and educational activities for the com-
ly attempt to evaluate our programs to
of our offerings. To best provide rec-
g and services to Jaffrey residents how-
r input and suggestions on what activi-
to participate in, and we will do our
sires
.
general types and numbers of programs
cted in 1986, along with participation
d below:
ATTENDANCE FIGURES FOR 1986








(exluding swimming lessons) 1
Swimming Lessons
(year-round) 26





















FAMILY & ADULT PROGRAMS :
Health & Fitness 21
Classes & Workshops 13
Trips 22
Other (Holiday, etc) 3
Special Events












































































































































































































tee and Staff are pleased with what
we have much more to do. We have
ithin the limits of time, money,
se goals are:
unteer corp to assist groups and
as the Jaffrey Jubilee Committee,
d so forth. Also create an advisory
development of activities and con-
bandstand .
2. Continue our committment of maintenance improvements, up-
grading, and development of the Town's recreational facili-
ties .
3. Develop and continue to implement the risk management
policy for the Recreation Dept., improve staff training and
development to provide guality programming, and further im-
prove marketing techniques for all community recreational
activities.
A. Foster communications with other programs and community
groups and offer support services if necessary. Survey the
recreational needs and interests of the community to direct
proper programming for all age groups.
With your support, input, and volunteerism , we will at-




Caroll J. Carbonneau, Director
Christian Rieseberg, Program Director
Ann Olsson, Secretary
JAFFREY RECREATION COMMITTEE
Edith M. Davis, Chairperson
Steve Gorski, Vice-Chairman
Ken Ryan, Financial Representative
Myrtle Hazleton
James Burrows
Daniel Shattuck, Jr., School Board Rep.
Robert Mitchell, Selectmen Representative
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REPORT OF THE OLD BURING GROUND TRUSTEES
During the month of October 1986 work was begun on a limited
restoration project at the Old Burying Ground.
A bid in the amount of $504-5.00 was accepted from Keene Monument Co.
Keene, N.H. to do the following work:
Straighten 190-215 gravestones
Repair 10-15 broken stones with epoxy
Straighten 14-8' of curbing and 2 curb posts
Straighten "chain" posts, repair and paint chains
Straighten and level, with cement, 3 large monuments
A bid in the amount of $525.00 was accepted from Jeff Garland of
Rindge, N.H. to do the following work:
Remove 2 large dead or dying Maple trees
Remove a double Hemlock tree
Remove 2 large stumps, loam and seed area
Work on the project was suspended in late November and will be
completed during the summer of 1987.
Income from the Old Burying Ground Trust Fund and the Willa Cather
Trust Fund will be used to pay for the project.
Respectfully submitted,





TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1985 AND DECEMBER 31, 1986




Inventory at Cost (NOTE 2)
Due From Special Funds
Property Plant & Equipment (NOTE 1)
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Special Funds :
Capital Improvement Fund - Well
Meter Reserve Fund
Clorinators £ Building Fund






Current Portion of Long Term Debt
Long Term Debt Less Current Portion












$ 111,,267 $ 63,,980
l r332,,556









































TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
STATEMENTS OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986
Operating Revenue :
Water Sales $ 314,403
Interest Income on Special Funds 17,126
Other Sales S Service 8,430
$ 339,964
Operating Expenses :






Water Supply & Distribution Expense 6,674
Commissioners Expense 1,200
General Office 21,324







Retained Earnings, Beginning of Year: 202,037
Retained Earnings, End of Year: $ 254,623
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TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL CONDITION
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
Sources of Funds :
Net Income
Increase in Long Term Debt




Changes Not Requiring Outlay of Working Capital in Current Period :
Depreciation 40,649
Application of Funds :
Additional to Property, Plant and Equipment



















Current Portion of Long Term Debt








TOWN OF JAFFREY, NH
WATER WORKS
NOTES TO FINANCIALS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1986





















Cost Life Depr. Depr.
$ 17,490.63
10,000.00 30 Yr. $ 333.00 $ 6,996.00
I 104,953.36 30 Yr. 3,498.44 66,470.36
110,942.13 25 Yr. 1,614.58 110,942.13
82,458.14 25 Yr. 3,278.32 74,473.03
38,706.86 25 Yr. 1,548.27 14,708.57
1,440.95 10 Yr. 144.10 1,224.85
14,601.41 25 Yr. 584.06 4,964.51
367,542.49 25 Yr. 14,701.70 109,057.58
15,458.50 10 Yr. 1,545.85 9,275.10
3,129.01 5 Yr. 625.80 2,816.10
59,920.78 10 Yr. 5,992.08 26,882.67
4,605.00 5 Yr. 921.00 3,223.50
1,638.45 5 Yr. 327.69 819.23
12,364.43 5 Yr. 2,472.89 3,709.33
9,781.67 5 Yr. 978.17 978.17
12,500.00 3 Yr. 2,083.33 2,083.33
$ 867,533.81 $40,649.28 $438,624.46
NOTE 2 Inventories are valued at lower of cost or market and have been valued by
the Commissioners.
NOTE 3 Long Term Debt Balance 1986 Re- Receipts Balance
12/31/85 tirements 12/31/86
ISSUE Issue #2 - 1969
4.75% Maturing 6/1/88 $ 45,000 $ 15,000 $ $ 30,000
Issue #3 - 1977
4.75% Maturing 9/1/87 70,000 35,000 35,000
Issue #4 - 1986
5.6* to 7.75% Maturing
7/15/96 500,000 500,000
State of New Hampshire
6.35% Maturing 4/16/86 20,000 20,000
State of New Hampshire
5.75% Maturing 4/31/87 49,999 49,999
Total $ 135,000 $ 70,000 $549,999 i $ 614,999
Current Portion: (70,000) (149,999)
Total Long Term Debt: $ 65,000 $ 465,000
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STEPHANIE A. VICKERY MCH
GREGORY L. FONTAINE


































12 RYAN A. ROBERTS MCH
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FEB 20 ROBERT E. REARDON JR MARIANNE MOSS MCH
ROBERT E. REARDON
21 MARGARET J. WEBB
21 BENJAMIN P. DEGRANDPRE
23 MICHELLE R. BERNIER
27 CODY M. ROY
27 MIRANDA L. PHILEN
MAR. 9 SARAH A. BURNHAM
22 JENNIFER R. LAMBERT
24 RYAN A. ELLIS
31 EMILY R. HAWKINS
APR. 2 MEGHAN J. HEIL
2 SARA E.W.BOURKE
9 ELIZABETH A. HOWARD
CATHLEEN M. CROWELL KEENE.NH
DAVID A. WEBB
REBECCA A. DESCHENES MCH
MARTIN G. DEGRANDPRE
PAMMY L. SPRAGUE MCH
RAYMOND G. BERNIER
TINA M. ROLLINS MCH
STEVEN M. ROY
DIANE M. SPOON KEENE.NH
JAMES M. PHILEN
PATRICIA M. BALDIC NASHUA, NH
ROBERT BURNHAM
GINGER M. BLAKE KEENE.NH
SCOTT J. LAMBERT
BRENDA J. RUSSELL MCH
BRUCE K. ELLIS
NANCY J. KOWALSKI MCH
ROBERT C. HAWKINS JR.
CAROL A. TINKER MCH
MICHAEL J. HEIL MCH
DAWN E. WOODBURY MCH
WALTER J. BOURKE




APR 15 KENDRA H. ROLLINS CATHERINE A.KOLAPAKKA MCH
KENNETH M. ROLLINS
MAY 6 ASHLEY W. SAWTELLE KATHLEEN A. O'ROURKE MCH
STEVEN M. SAWTELLE
22 MEAGAN M. BLAIS LISA M. SANDERS KEENE.NH
WALTER W. BLAIS
25 NATALIE J. DESCHENES ANTONIA J. GATTO KEENE.NH
DAVID M. DESCHENES
27 DANIEL M. SPRINGER SUSAN E. CHASE KEENE.NH
ROY M. SPRINGER, III
27 JOSHUA H. SPRINGER SUSAN E. CHASE KEENE.NH
ROY M. SPRINGER, III
30 JAMES D. LAFRENIERE ROSE M. GREENE HANOVER, NH
DAVID R. LAFRENIERE
JUN.12 CHRISTOPHER J. MEINSMA BARBARA J. SMITH MCH
JOHN L. MEINSMA
14 KRISTA M. LANGEVIN MARGARET A. RICKER KEENE.NH
MICHAEL R. LANGEVIN
16 MEGAN E. COOK KATRINA C. HOLLAND MCH
DAVID T. COOK
19 ANGELA M. KIEL BETH A. MATHER MCH
STEVEN G. KIEL
27 JAMES F. PARISON MARGARET M. YOBOT NASHUA, NH
JAMES A. PARISON JR.




JUL 11 EVAN G. MACDONALD LAURIE J.PRESTIGIACOMO JAFFREY,NH
VICTOR G. MACDONALD
11 BENJAMIN J. PIRKEY
21 DOMONIC A. OUELLETTE
22 MISHALYNDA -BRIGHAM
AUG 03 MICHAEL R. ETHRIDGE
05 SANTINA M.LEPORATI
08 CASSANDRA R. MERCIER
15 ALEENA R. KINNUNEN
16 MAGGIE K. HANAN
27 KENDRA A. BELLETETE
27 STEPHANIE C. MYHAVER
29 JOSHUA A. STREICHER
SEP 04 MATTHEW P. SIMMONS
CYNTHIA L. KINTZ MCH
JOHN J. PIRKEY
SUSAN G. MORRELL MCH
ANDREW A. OUELLETTE
CYNTHIA A. FLIS HANOVER, NH
RICHARD A. BRIGHAM
SANDRA R. HALL MCH
DENNIS A. ETHRIDGE
RUTH A. DUVAL MCH
STEVEN F. LEPORATI
VICKI L. BOUDRIEAU MCH
JOHN A. MERCIER
NORA J. KOBZICK MCH
PAUL W. KINNUNEN
PAMELA J. DEVLIN MCH
DAVID L. HAHAN
LINDA A. DEVLIN MCH
KURT D. BELLETETE
CHERYL A. COOMBS MCH
GLENN L. MYHAVER
JEAN A- FILLER KEENE,NH
GEORGE W. STREICHER JR.




SEP 06 SARAH B. JOHNSON
15 SARAH E. RODERICK
23 JASON C. LAPINSKY
27 AMY J. PROULX
30 JONATHAN E.LEMA JR
OCT 01 TORREY E. WALKER
04 MEGAN E. VANHORN
05 MEGAN M. LANGEVIN
24 ELIJAH A. NISKALA
28 CURT A. MATTILA
NOV 02 WILLIAM R. BLOOD
09 JOSHUA L. TOOLE
DEC 06 JACOB E. BRUDLER
11 LIZA P.HILL
ELLEN L. HORTON MCH
DAVID E. JOHNSON
DIANE M. COOMBS MCH
BRIAN M. RODERICK
DEBRA R. LONGEVER MCH
STEPHEN A. LAPINSKY
CATHY E. GIVEN MCH
JOEL S. PROULX
SALLY A.DONAWAY LEOMINSTER MA
JONATHAN E. LEMA
KATHLEEN A. PILEWICZ MCH
HAMILTON T. WALKER
LINDA S. MCCONNELL MCH
DONALD N. VANHORN




MARJORIE A.SATUFFENEKER LEOMINSTER, MA
MARK R. MATTILA
TAMMY S. CASTOR KEENE,NH
ERVIN F. BLOOD








21 SAMANTHA A. EASTMAN KATRINA L.HUGHES MCH
WILLIAM D. EASTMAN
DEC 31 BRANDON M.MATSON SUE E. LAUKKA KEENE.NH
TED L. MATSON
(NOTE: "MCH" DENOTES MONONADNOCK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, PETERBOROUGH, NH)
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VIRGINIA M. O'MALLEY JAFFREY.NH
TREVOR M. OLIVO JAFFREY.NH
SUSAN R. MATHEWS JAFFREY.NH
JAMES L. REENSTERNA JAFFREY.NH
DIANE L.LAGASSE JAFFREY.NH
CHARLES W. DIGNAN JAFFREY.NH
MARILYN J. HOUSTON JAFFREY.NH
BRUCE A. POWELL ALBANY, OR
ELLEN H. SANDS JAFFREY.NH
MARTIN P. DULFON JAFFREY.NH
KATHERYN J. GAUTHIER JAFFREY.NH
AARON J. DOWNING JAFFREY.NH
ALLISON J. PHELPS JAFFREY.NH
ALFRED J. MARSHALL ATHOL.MA
CHARLENE L. JESIONOWSKI ATHOL.MA
JAMES E. LAWN JAFFREY.NH
TRACY A. GOODWIN RINDGE.NH
STEVEN P. REYNOLDS JAFFREY.NH
CHARLENE A. BLOUIN JAFFREY.NH
JAMES E. HAUTANEN JAFFREY.NH
JANICE M. RAFAEL JAFFREY.NH
DAVID K. JACKE JAFFREY.NH
SALLY ANN NICHOLS JAFFREY.NH
SHAWN P. JALBERT JAFFREY.NH
THERESA C. TADD JAFFREY.NH
JAMES E. NELSON VERNON, CT
CYNTHIA M. SORBY JAFFREY.NH



























































































































































































































ROSILDA B I BEAU
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